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Introduction
The following information supports an application for a low impact development
under Welsh Government policy TAN 6, One Planet Development.
This planning application is compiled by Keith Burgess and Sam Burgess Keith
having lived in Wales most of his life and Sam all his life. Keith has extensive
experience in Horticulture Landscape and environment over the past 20 years.
Including sustainable garden and landscape design, construction and maintenance.
on a small scale and large, growing projects, sustainable conservation landscape
management for National parks, National Trust and Wildlife Trusts, He has renovated
an off the grid farm house and 40 acres near Llandovery in the 1990’s running a
sustainable agri/forestry / eco tourism business until unfortunate personal
circumstances forced leaving. He also develops and runs courses covering
sustainable personal development.
We have brought our diverse skills to pursue a strong desire to live more lightly on
our one planet and together create a viable Management Plan for a One Planet
Development smallholding in Pembrokeshire.
As part of this process we have called on the expertise of several individuals,
including Tao Wimbush1 of Lammas Low Impact Initiatives, who is widely considered
Pembs JUDP SPG for Policy 52, TAN6 – One planet development, One planet development practice
guidance.
1
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a leading authority in the TAN 6 policy. Tom Clare advice on agri/forestry
permaculture, Andy Middleton and Sureline design services have influenced the
design of the dwelling house and have contributed through his Code for Sustainable
Homes (CSfH2) assessment of the dwelling house plans and assistance with the
visual impact . Kim Burnham who has helped extensively with forestry advice,
forestry products and visual impact. We have consulted many other individuals from
the local community (including Pembrokeshire County Council) who have contributed
guidance knowledge and support. We have also contacted many specialists for
specific advice on certain matters. We fully intend to call on other experts in various
fields during the implementation of our management plan.

Summary

Our proposal is to establish a 4.1 acre smallholding. In compliance with the OPD
guidelines3, we will build a low-impact zero carbon house with ancillary buildings
and make the site our primary residence. From this site we will manage a small
horticultural business which will be our primary occupation. The main threads of this
business will be a sustainable specialist tree/furniture growing enterprise, bee and
butterfly perennial plants, dove rental for special occasions and the growing of
various horticultural produce specialising in Courgettes, Speciality Mushrooms and
Asparagus for the local market.
We will grow and rear the great majority of our own food on site and will use the
money generated from our business to pay for those items we cannot grow or make
ourselves.
All our energy needs will be met on site by micro-generation from renewable
resources.
All our water will come from 2 on-site springs. Rain harvesting collection from a
shared Dutch barn and collection from building run off.
The majority of our wastes will be assimilated on site, with recycling accounting for
most of what remains.
We are confident we will achieve an ecological footprint of below 2.4 global hectares
within the first few years and will be able to demonstrate clear potential to move
beyond 1.88 global hectares soon after that.
2

Sureline code for sustainable development

Practice Guidance, One Planet Development, TAN 6, Planning for Sustainable Rural Communities,
October 2012.
3
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Through careful design and committed management we will maximise the biocapacity of our site, which within five years will meet and exceed our needs as
occupants and therefore have a net beneficial contribution to the wider area by
enhancing environmental quality and supporting the local economy.
We have for many years held a deep conviction of the way forward living lightly on
the land in a holistic way, making a living from a small area of land and contributing
to the local community in both a social and economic way.
This is for us that opportunity to support ourselves the local community and the one
planet with a low impact lifestyle from diverse small scale agriculture, for us a dream
come true.
For as long as we can remember i have had the desire to live lightly on the land and
create a productive diverse habitat that can improve my own lifestyle and that of
wildlife that surrounds us. I have spent most of my life working towards this using
sustainability and low impact lifestyle and ethics and am excited at the possibility of
making this happen with the current policy to enable small scale sustainable holdings
in the countryside.

Baseline

Location
The site is one of 3 residential leasehold plots at Clawdd Du known as Hafan y coed
plot 10. It is Leasehold with the landlord as Lammas low impact initiatives. – shown
on Appendix 1.
The site is predominately South West facing – rectangular 4.1 acres.
Easterly boundary is a neglected hedge line bordering open field,
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Easterly boundary

Other boundaries are non existent – West boundary is to an access track that runs
from the local authority road that runs West into Glandwr from Llanfyrnach up
through the Lammas eco village.
The height of the land is between 190 and 210 metres.
There is currently no services on site, there is as part of the Leasehold agreement
access to 2 springs Crystal spring and Ffynnon – deg Spring for potable water. and
a supply of non potable water.
The underlying geology of the site is an Ordovician bedrock 4. There are no sites of
cultural importance or existing buildings on site. (More detail in appendix 2 )
The plot also has shared access of 2 areas see appendix 1 along with the other Tir y
Gafel residents. Also shared ownership and usage of shared areas with other
residents of Clawdd Du this includes trackways and existing Dutch barn which is
shared ownership with 3 Clawdd Du plot holders. The Dutch barn has had some
external repairs done and is a mixture of wood and metal frame with metal sheeting
or wood walls.

4

LANDMAP Geological Landscape, Aspect Area: Hermon, http://test.landmap.ccw.gov.uk
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Plot 10 View from track way North

Plot 10 View from track way East

6

Shared 3 way ownership Dutch barn

Plot 10 View to South showing overgrown hedge line
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Plot 10 View to West

Internal Dutch Barn
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External Dutch Barn

LandMap Info summary5
They are summarised below with a commentary: The plot spans two LANDMAP areas for
Visual and Sensory Landscape: Visual and Sensory Landscape : A large Aspect Area which
forms the contextual setting for the Preseli Hills. It is characterised by an upland area of
rolling farmland with occasional wooded valleys and areas of grazing, having a moorland
''feel'' on more exposed hill tops. Whilst the topography varies the landscape has a similar
characteristic throughout. Open borrowed views of the Preseli Hills to the west and further
borrowed views northwards to the coast add to the sense of place within the Aspect Area.
Visual and Sensory Landscape The Afon Gafel is s a small enclosed valley set within a
surrounding upland area. The valley is characterised by a predominantly dense wooded
vegetation cover with typically broadleaf trees throughout. The low proportion of
development within the valley enhances the strong woodland sense of place of this Aspect
Area.
The holding spans two LANDMAP areas for Geological Landscape: Geological Landscape
Ordovician bedrock massif to the E of the Preseli Mountains and bounded to the E by the
valley of the Afon Taff Includes a lower dissected platform up to c...220m in the E with a
central knoll rising to over 260m... In the W area rises slightly towards the escarpment of
Foel Dyrch.
Geological Landscape Valley system with relatively broad, level to gently sloping base,
probably with varied drift fill including alluvium and glacial deposits (Quaternary: PleistoceneHolocene). Includes prominent N-S section connecting to Afon Taff valley at Glandyr. Further
information is provided in the Soil Analysis.
Landscape Habitat An area of predominately improved grassland comprising a number of
fields with associated field boundaries. Also present is some arable farming, small areas of
woodland/scrub and scattered buildings. The Plot occupies a space in between the Cllawdd
5

http://test.landmap.ccw.gov.uk
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du former farm and the Lammas ecovillage. The Cwm Cedni valley is mostly wooded and
scrub land intersected by the Gafel stream running from the Preseli foothills south towards
the lowlands. There was once a time when the valley would have been teeming with deer,
boar and salmon and whilst much of the ecology has been degraded in recent generations
(through overhunting, overfishing and overgrazing) there is still a varied ecology present in
the valley, which includes otters, trout and woodcock. The presence of the Lammas
ecovillage has had a significant effect on the local ecology – removing sheep from a large
part of the wooded valley and transforming the sheep pasture which adjoins the Cwm Cedni
valley into a range of transitional ecologies - resulting in a marked and noticeable increase in
wildlife (most notably birdlife). Our choice to live and manage this plot will add to the mosaic
of habitats and ecologies) and contributing to the ecological phenomena of a bioregion
returning to a state of healthy abundance.
Cultural Landscape: Crymych is one of the larger communities in Pembrokeshire. A number
of small villages are found within its boundaries, including the rural settlements of
Pontyglasier, Pentregalar and Glandwr, the former industrial communities of Hermon, Glog,
and Llanfyrnach and also the largest village, Crymych (Menter Preseli, Historic Assets
Survey, 1997).
Historic Landscape: Trelech is an extremely large aspect area of hamlets and dispersed
farms (240.40 sq km), lying mainly in Carmarthenshire but partly extending into
Pembrokeshire at its west end. It is essentially a plateau, of an upland nature in parts particularly towards the north - and bisected by numerous rivers and watercourses. It is
characterised by regular and irregular fields, small to large in size, becoming larger on higher
ground to the north. There is very little woodland on the exposed plateau itself, but many of
the numerous incised valleys are wooded. Settlement is mainly dispersed, but there are a
few small nucleations. All farm types and all housing types are represented, including gentry
houses. A number of modern roads, including main roads, cross the area. There are a very
large number of archaeological sites, from all periods, including some churches with
medieval origins, and 19th century chapels, including listed Buildings. Scheduled Ancient
Monuments comprise neolithic chambered tombs, bronze age round barrows, standing
stones and stone pairs, iron age defended sites, Early Christian Monument, mottes and
other earthwork castles, and medieval chapels and chapel sites.

Landscape
The site is a gently, predominantly South West facing slope with an average gradient
of 5 degrees. It is 210 meters above sea level at the highest point and 190 meters at
the lowest,
All the vegetation in the hedge is overgrown Some trees have grown to a
considerable size, affording shelter from wind as well as visual screening from
immediate surroundings from the East.. The site is very typical landscape of the
surrounding area, which is mostly down to pasture with patchy areas of deciduous
woodland and occasional stands of conifers. The LANDMAP Visual and Sensory
assessment for the area (Afon Taf) defines the settlement pattern as scattered rural/
farm . The Gafel Valley, (! mile to the North-West of the site) and the Elwyn valley ("
mile to the South-East) are both wooded and are of significance with regards to
wildlife.
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Views into the site are only from across the valley to the West at a distance of 3
miles and are minimal, owing to the large hedge/tree line to the West of the site and
the distance (see Appendix 6 for original Visual Impact Assessment for Lammas eco
village plots 1 to 9).
The land has been down to pasture for several decades and has been left for a few
years with no activity. There are no statutory designations applicable to the site or
the immediate vicinity (see Appendix 3 for the Ecological Assessment which has
details of the closest sites with statutory designations). Traffic currently generated by
the site is minimal, as previous owner visited twice annually and our own visits
average one journey a month as we visit to familiarise ourselves with the land. and
build relationships in the local community. Please see the Transport Assessment
and Travel Plan section of this application for details of existing public transport
provision.

Soil analysis Info
The land had been rented to a sheep farmer since 1994 to 2009 Before that the land
had been used for grazing sheep and cattle. The last PKN-fertilisation happened in
1992 and since then the lower land (not plot 10) has been strip seeded with Italian
rye grass once. Since 2009 the land has been left ungrazed with intermittent cuts for
hay.
The dominate soil type over the majority of the site is a freely draining acid loam over
rock with a low fertility with a pH of approximately 6.5. The soil type alongside the
Afon Gafel is a slowly permeable wet very acid upland soil with a peaty surface that
shows impeded drainage and low fertility6. (www.landis.org/soilscapes/) run by the
National Soil Resources Institute).
We have completed our own simple soil analysis in 3 locations with results that
match the above ph values.
More detail of original soil analysis for Lammas eco village see appendix 5

Design Strategy
Our Aims
We will create full-time land-based employment for ourselves
We will provide for our basic needs from the land, independent of subsidy
www.landis.org/soilscapes
11
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We will create a smallholding that caters for the needs of wildlife, flora and fauna
alongside our needs with the design of our smallholding being based on
Permaculture principles Earth care, People share and Fair Share (see Appendix 12 –
Permaculture design Principles).
Every part of it will produce a yield, either directly or indirectly, through careful
design. -We will contribute to the resilience of the local community both socially and
economically. -Through the example of a low-impact smallholding we will have a net
positive effect on the wider environment and will seek to inspire others to find
solutions for themselves
The design comprises a number of individual yet integral elements designed in such
a way that every part will contribute synergistically to the functioning of the site as a
whole. Our objective is to cultivate a landscape that is robust, bio diverse, largely
self-regulating and yet extremely productive, able to be managed on a human scale
(i.e. largely non-mechanically) and is aesthetically pleasing and engaging for
residents and visitors alike. The principles of Permaculture explain our ethics and
methods very well. The overall distribution of land uses will be as follows
Orchard / Fruit / Nuts
Reed beds and SRC Willow
Vegetables
Poly tunnel
Mushrooms
Doves
Pond
Bees
Specialist Tree growing
Shelter belts/hedges
Wild flower
Dwelling house
Outbuildings
Barn
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Although we have laid each element of land distribution out separately they will be
integrally linked. They will be physically linked through watercourses and nutrient
flows The entire site is designed so as to support systems of biodiversity that link
together throughout as well as underpinning the human systems which will form our
enterprises and the provision of our basic needs.
In the management plan which follows we have laid out how we will utilise the
elements of our design to provide food and an income from this site upon which we
will both be fully occupied (see Appendix 9 for a breakdown of activities throughout
the year).
Within five years of beginning this project we will have met the criteria set out by
TAN 6. Beyond the five years our site will continue to develop and as the planting
matures it will become increasingly abundant and we will have a good surplus. Our
project will be an example of small scale, sustainable, low carbon, regenerative
agriculture that is robust and not reliant on outside inputs or subsidies. By including a
diversity of components in the system design we will avoid relying on a single crop or
product and will be able to respond swiftly to fluctuations in market and
environmental conditions. We will be able to supply a range of products locally, so
contributing to the diversification and revival of a local rural economy

Business and improvement plan
Land based activity
Food
We plan to base the site on sustainable permaculture principles with each part
supporting and adding to the whole bio diversity. We want to have a productive site
working with nature and the natural systems.
We plan to produce nearly all our food from the site (up to 65%) and any additional
items purchased will be from income from surplus land based enterprises which will
be based on the site. (more detail to follow) We will have familiar vegetables and
fruits, orchard area for fruit and nuts. Integrated ponds for water retention and fish
raised for eating. We will raise a few Doves, Geese, Chickens and Ducks for meat
and eggs. A glass area for tender crops and to extend the season of others.
One of the key points about our enterprises, as you will see in more detail later in
this section, is that they are many and varied and draw from resources with very low
maintenance requirements in the context of overall site upkeep. This allows a high
degree of flexibility and resilience in response to changing climatic / market
pressures. Successful threads can be selected and developed promptly without
13

detriment to others that may temporarily be lagging. The modest income generated
will meet our minimum income requirements.

Current food usage amounts to £65 per week (based on past years expenditure) we
currently grow only a small amount of food and have a number of exchange
agreements.

Table 1. Annual household food needs
Category of food

Percentage of our
household food spend

Value £

Meat

1.2

40

Poultry meat and products

5.6

180

Fish

7.2

230

Fruit and Vegetable

55.4

1780

Cooking oil

2.5

80

Dairy

5.6

180

Grain mill products

4.9

156

Bread/ rice/ Pasta/
Cereals

9.5

306

Cocoa/ Chocolate etc

2.8

90

Others

2.5

80

Non Alcoholic beverages

2.8

90

Total

100

3212

Total annual food needs for the household £3212
The equivalent of £1606 per person
We expect to meet at least 65% of food from the site within 5 years we will do this in
a variety of ways. Following is a list of crops we intend to produce and livestock we
intend to keep.
14

Outdoor grown:

Indoor grown

Livestock

Fruit

Potatoes

Tomatoes

Chicken

Apples

Sunflowers

Chillies

Doves

Plums

Leeks

Avocados

Ducks``

Peaches

Peas

Squash

Geese

Pears

Beetroot

Cucumbers

Fish

Blueberries

Swede/Turnip

Courgettes

Bees

Gooseberry

Cauliflower

Aubergines

Raspberry

Sprouts

Peppers

Strawberry

Radish

Nuts

Sweet corn

Melons

Artichoke

Currants

Carrots

Rhubarb

Parsnip

Cherry

Beans French, Broad, Runners

Figs

Broccoli and Purple sprouting

Grape

Cabbage

Lemon

Spinach
Lettuce
Endives
Rocket
Asparagus
Chard
Marrow
Mushrooms
Speciality Mushrooms
15

Onions
Shallots
Spring onion
Garlic
Courgette
Many crops will be small quantities for our own use and others will be larger for
surplus to sell at local stores and contacts such as: Asparagus, Courgettes and
Speciality Mushrooms.
Extending the growing season for many crops by using the conservatory and poly
tunnel.
Egg production and meat production go hand in hand with the Chicken, Geese and
Ducks, also for income some white doves (these are also to be used as a small
income stream at Weddings and special occasion celebrations) which we will explain
later.
Many Herbs will also be grown and local wild foraging will be used in season such
as: Nettles, Dandelions.
Bees will be kept primarily for pollination some honey for our own use and
occasional local sales.
We have a number of barter agreements in place with exchanges of goods and /or
services which we will be looking to develop such as: (Olive oil and olive oil produce
in exchange for garden upkeep)

Animals & their produce
As a part of our Permaculture design the animals play an essential part. They will be
kept for their produce and will contribute to cycling biomass, and building the soil
biota and the overall health of the site7. Their presence will maintain valuable niche
habitat for wildlife. We intend to sell surplus animal products which will cover most
bought in feed and stock replacements.
Geese
We intend to keep 3 Brecon buff Geese grazing on the grass in the orchard and
elsewhere housed overnight in a small shed. Supplementary food will be required in
7

Seymour, J (2004) The new complete book of self sufficiency, Dorling Kindersley, page 23
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the autumn and winter for their grazing needs due to the lower quality of the winter
grass. They will maintain the grass in the orchard and will be for our own
consumption.

Ducks
Primary purpose for the ducks is to control pests in the garden – they will produce a
small number of eggs for our own consumption they will be based by the vegetable
garden and have access to the pond. We intend to keep Welsh Harlequins for their
suitability and temperament.

Doves
Approx 20 fan tailed doves white and speckled kept for biological pest control in the
homestead and garden areas. To produce meat for our own use and the white doves
rented out locally for weddings and celebrations. They will be housed in a purpose
built dove cote and once fixed to their location will ‘home’ back. As we intend to keep
no larger livestock the dove waste is ideal (high strength) as when mixed into
compost its strength adds and builds up quickly the health of the soil .Cost of
ancillary feed will easily be covered by rental of birds with extra available as an
income stream.
.
Chicken
We intend to keep 6 hens (locally sourced from ex battery hens) and 1 cockerel to
produce eggs, keep pests at bay and produce 10 birds for the table per year. Cost of
ancillary feed approx £80/yr will be covered by selling on surplus eggs.

Fish
The pond once established will have a great wildlife balance helping the bio diversity
of the holding and will be used to store water and regulate the water flow it will be
stocked with sterile native brown trout for our own consumption

Bees
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We intend to keep 2 hives to help with the pollination of our land and increased the
overall quality of the wildlife biodiversity and the overall honey bee population in the
surrounding area. Primarily they will be kept for pollination purposes and we aim to
have our own honey supply and a little extra for occasional local sales.

Table 2 Food produced by Year 5.

Category of
food

Percentage
of our
current food
spend

Value £

% produced
on the land

Value £ of
category
grown

meat

1.2

40

0

0

Poultry and
products

5.6

180

5

160

fish

7.2

230

6.2

200

Fruit and
vegetable

55.4

1780

52.3

1680

Cooking oil

2.5

80

1.6

50

diary

5.6

180

0

0

Grain mill
products

4.9

156

0

0

Bread/ rice/
pasta/ cereal

9.5

306

0

0

Cocoa/
chocolate etc

2.8

90

0

0

others

2.5

80

1.9

60

Non alcoholic
beverages

2.8

90

1.9

60

total

100

3212

68.9

2210
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More than 65% of our basic food needs will be produced on site. This is the amount
required by TAN 6. Extra food and other needs will be provided from income from our
land based enterprises.
There is a cost to rearing animals and growing food as detailed in Table 3.

Table 3. Annual cost to growing food and rearing animals.
Item

Value £

% of this we Value of %
will produce produced
£

Cost of
growing/
rearing food

Poultry Geese
dove grain

160

50

80

80

Fresh Fruit
/Vegetables for
animals

100

100

100

0

Veterinary
Bills

80

0

0

80

Vegetable
Seed

120

50

60

60

Compost

100

100

100

0

Tool
maintenance/
replacements

60

0

0

60

Total

280

Figures are based on research carried out at various smallholdings

Essential criteria
The essential criteria are that: a)
The minimum food needs of all households are met from produce grown and /or reared on
the site or purchased using income derived from other products grown and reared on the
site.

We fully believe that we will produce 68.9% of our food from the site see table 2 both
grown and reared and the remaining 31.1% will be purchased locally from the
income from our land based enterprises.
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. Monitoring: Essential criteria
The targets and indicators for monitoring the essential criteria are:
Target: That the minimum food needs (at least 65%) of all occupants are met from produce
grown and reared on the site or purchased using income derived from other products grown
and reared on the site.
Indicators: Annual reporting of food production consumed by household. Annual reporting of
spend on other food.

Method: The annual monitoring report will provide an updated table 2, detailing the
food we produce from the land and the food we purchase.

Land Based Enterprises
Income
The amount of money required to meet our basic needs will be earned from our land
based enterprises. The following table is a breakdown of these basic needs. Figures
are projections for our requirements on first habitation and by year 5 and are based
on our current expenditure and the information within our management plan

Table 4 Annual basic needs
Requirement

Value £ on 1st habitation

Value £ year 5

Growing/ rearing food costs

280

280

Food

0

0

Clothing & Footwear

210

130

Travel

Car Insurance: £210
Maintenance: £300
Tax £215
Rail: £250
Buses & Taxis: £20
Fuel £900

Car Insurance: £210
Maintenance: £300
Tax £215
Rail: £240
Buses & Taxis: £80
Fuel £600

1895

1645

IT / Communications

350

350

Council \tax

720

720

20

Total

3455

3125

Our land based enterprises are small scale and varied allowing us the flexibility to
change focus as and when we need to, based on many considerations.
The past 25 years experiences have given us the capability to combine the
enterprises to be inter dependent and mutually supportive with primary and
secondary uses, much based on the local economy. It is a combination of many
experiences to date and feels like an ideal time to put all the varied experiences to
good use. We have been working towards this for many years and planning this
OPD application for 2 years based on this land becoming available.
Skills and expertise we have; horticulture, forestry, design, marketing, leading,
training, learning environmental activity, habitat management, selling, combining
these with a passion for sustainable low impact living.
We want to use the by product of one to become the raw material of another strand
of the business having many smaller scale diverse enterprises we believe will help
us to be flexible and have the ability to change focus when necessary.
Collection of knowhow, equipment, seed, seed plants, source trees have already
been made particularly in the last 5 years, combined with landscape, horticulture,
garden design and environmental practice enabling this robust plan to take shape.
We feel that our products will stand out from other similar products on the market
because of the appeal of goods produced attentively on a small scale. We hope our
customers will feel a sense that when they buy our products they are supporting a
local economy and community resilience. Also, many customers will be aware that
they are helping environmental issues (such as increasing and protecting pollinator
habitat) by supporting businesses such as ours
The diverse and small scale of the enterprises will be an asset as we can respond
quickly to weather/environmental challenges and alter our focus appropriately.
Some of our enterprises are unusual and we feel will be marketable uniquely into a
new market place concentrating on small volume and high value. Others are more
main stream and we are intending to tie the marketing of these to the other products.
All the products will be marketed as a sustainable product from an independent small
scale producer, building community and ecological resilience.
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List of Land based enterprises:
Cash crops: Courgettes
Courgettes will be grown in both outdoor beds and some inside to extend growing
season and maximise income we plan to grow Varieties – Dundoo (from Tamar)
consistently good F1 variety. Light green, striped, yellow also round varieties
Genovese and Costa Romanesque from Tamar variety a good commercial choice
that will grow well in our climate. Seed will be grown from year 1 and harvested in
the same year, year on year.
Optimum size for commercial sales is 14cm requiring daily picking in sunny weather
we will plant 2 rows 1m apart for 10m in length. Yield of 6kg per plant. Price to
customer of £2.00 /kg. They will be sold initially at various local outlets, Lammas
shop, Glandwr community shop, local markets and Vale shops.

Year

Costs in £

Unit price in £

Production
numbers

Income in £

1

20

2/kg

120kg

240

2

20

2/kg

120kg

240

3

20

2/kg

120kg

240

4

20

2/kg

120kg

240

5

20

2/kg

120kg

240

Speciality mushrooms
Speciality mushrooms will be grown in inoculated hardwood logs using impregnated
dowels. 30 hardwood logs on a five year rotation stacked close to the vegetable
area. The ideal size for a mushroom log would be no more than 1m (39in) length and
12.5cm (5in) in diameter at base Logs can be cut as small as 5cm (2in) in diameter
Logs are cut in the winter and inoculated with mushroom spawn within a few months
of felling
Mushroom types will be oyster and shitake they will be grown and supplied to the
local market. Cost per log to prepare £0.50 per log within 2 years, give you 50kg of
edible mushrooms, sold at £9 per kg. The logs will produce twice a year for up to 5
years.
22

Sales will again be based locally, Lammas shop, Glandwr community shop, local
markets and Vale shops. We plan to explore online marketing and sales during year
3 onwards.

Year

Costs in £

Unit price in £

Production
numbers

Income in £

1

15

9/kg

20kg

180

2

15

9/kg

20kg

180

3

15

9/kg

50kg

180

4

15

9/kg

50kg

180

5

15

9/kg

50kg

180

Asparagus
Asparagus we will grow 2 outdoor 30m beds of asparagus (the dimensions of each
bed will be 15m x 2m). The varieties we plan to grow are Gynlim, Thielim and
Backlim, all are favoured for their reliability and are the popular choice for
commercial production. They are known and proven to yield successfully in our
climate. Asparagus crowns will be planted in year 1 so the first commercial yield will
be in year 4. The plants will harvest for ten years or more with yields increasing year
on year. We will also grow some asparagus in the poly tunnel to extend the market
season. Price to customer £2.50 /125g.
We intend to market and sell this product in the same locations as above.

Year

Costs in £

Unit price in £

Production
numbers

Income in £

1

200

2.50/125g

0

0

2

0

2.50/125g

0

0

3

0

2.50/125g

20kg

200

4

0

2.50/125g

50kg

500

5

0

2.50/125g

50kg

500

Rental of Doves for weddings/celebrations
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20 fan tail doves (speckled and white) will be kept housed in a purpose designed
dovecote near the dwelling house. As mentioned earlier they are kept for meat and
parasite control around the homestead.
In addition the white Doves will be rented out singularly or in pairs for local
celebrations. They will be released and then home back. The market research8
suggests this will certainly cover any feed cost and contribute a little to the income
stream. We have talked to other businesses who operate in this field9 to gain an
insight into realistic rental numbers and feel our numbers are conservative
considering the available wedding venues locally and their current bookings. We will
market this by word of mouth, referrals and on line and depending on uptake may
also attend wedding fairs.
They will travel in cages made from our willow (made at Lammas by a neighbour)
can be delivered or picked up
Estimation for first year hire 5 times increasing to 10 by year 3 onwards.
Cost to hire; 2 doves £100 any additional doves £25 delivery charge £5
Feed cost per annum £105

Year

Costs in £

Unit price in £
Production
to hire 2 Doves numbers /
amount of
hires

Income in £

1

105

100

5

500

2

105

100

5

500

3

105

100

5

500

4

105

100

10

1000

5

105

100

10

1000

Bee and Butterfly perennials
We intend to develop a specialist small scale perennial nursery (specialising in bee
and Butterfly perennials) which is close to our hearts, we feel it crucial to spread the
word and take action to help our bee population and that can be done by improving
all year round access to pollen and habitat.
8

Own research and questionnaire

9

Research by interviewing other like for like businesses
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These will be housed close to the dwelling house for more wind and frost protection
and easier to keep watered from building rain run off. We will have some source
plants (already acquired) and divide to supply need. They will be supplied and sold
associated with the other produce locally. (We have no desire for people coming to
the holding to buy) too much car traffic.
We have spent the last 5 years building the source plants and feel this enterprise
can start immediately with minimal expense. Initially we will need to purchase
compost and aim to use our own from year 3 onwards, plant pots are easy to pick up
from recycled or excess at horticulture sites and we have a number of agreements in
place for this.

Species to be grown are:
Wildlife Friendly Shrubs
Berberis
Escallonia
Hebe
Buddleja
Pyracantha (bees & birds)
Skimmia
Viburnum
Ceanothus

The humble Cotoneaster has an unfair reputation as a supermarket shrub Many
varieties have lovely white flowers in spring, masses of berries in late summer and
superb autumn colour.
Bees love the Cotoneaster shrub; in the spring and early summer the shrub hums
with masses of bees attracted to the flowers. In the autumn and winter the birds will
feast on the berries which are plentiful and especially popular with blackbirds.
Over time the birds will strip off all the berries and the shrub will provided essential
winter food for the birds.

Wildlife friendly flowers
Spring flowering
Aubrieta
Primrose
Sweet violet
Wallflower (bees)
Forget me not (bees)
Alliums (bees)
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Bluebells (bees)
Wildlife friendly Herbs
Thyme
Rosemary
Borage
Mint
Chives
Hyssop
Oregano
Some herbs are described as "vigorous" which is garden speak meaning the plant
has a triffid like ability to grow self seed and take over. Mint is well known for this
but beware also of Oregano (Marjoram) which self seeds everywhere (as,
incidentally do wild strawberries by runners.) In favour of Oregano it is a bee
magnet and in the summer is just covered with various bees and pollinators.
Chives are part of the Alliums family and very attractive to bees. There are varieties
of Allium to flower spring summer and autumn and they are popular with bees worth
growing all year round.
Chives also make a lovely front of border edging plant.

Digitalis Foxglove (bees)
Passiflora
Pulmonaria
Summer flowering
Lavender
Achillea (bees)
Mallow
Nepeta (bees)
Marigolds
Honeysuckle (butterflies and moths)
Foxglove (bees)
Scabious (bees)
Evening primrose (moths)
Marigolds (bees and butterflies)
Dahlia (bees and butterflies)
Geranium
Scabious
Helenium (see below)
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Year

Costs in £

Unit price in £

Production
numbers

Income in £

1

100

9cm pot 3.00

50

150

2

80

9cm pot 3.00

60

180

3

20

9cm pot 3.00

70

210

4

20

9cm pot 3.00

80

240

5

20

9cm pot 3.00

100

300

Specialist tree growing / Furniture growing
I’m passionate about growing trees into items of furniture and jewellery and doing
this with a new approach to sustainable furniture that will see no more 30 year old
trees being cut down, and no more habitat damaged to produce look-alike tables and
chairs.
We aim to take a new approach by training and sculpting living trees and to grow an
iconic and unique piece of functional art that is ‘made’ from a single tree, as though
designed by Mother Nature herself. Each chair or table is by its very nature unique,
and could be the ideal present that would make special occasion that much more
special. It could be for a wood anniversary, a commemoration or celebration,
birthday, anniversary – it’s a unique experience and opportunity to acquire a one-off
beautiful item.
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10

We intend to produce these ourselves and also offer the opportunity for customers to
be involved in the process themselves (see section on courses)
This is a new idea in so much as a commercial enterprise (there have been
individuals who have made their own pieces before) and so the market research is
our own. The response has been great 85% of people have responded favourably
with a number of pre orders and commissions being placed.
These will be small scale / high value items and will need a market created for them
this we plan to do from year 2 onwards and build a presence on line and in the local
and wider community, we have the skills and network to do this and are excited by
the prospect.

Year

Planting nos

Production

1

100

Off cuts small animal chews, toys, jewellery

2

100

Off cuts, lamp shades, bins, jewellery,

3

100

Off cuts, lamp shades, bins, jewellery

4

100

Off cuts, lamp shades, bins, jewellery, chairs,

10

http://www.creativespotting.com/2016/03/man-grows-natural-chairs/
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chandelier
5

100

Off cuts, lamp shades, bins, jewellery, chairs,
chandelier, tables, benches

6

0

Off cuts, lamp shades, bins, jewellery, chairs,
chandelier, tables, benches

(Planting species, 80 willow, 10 London plane, 10 sweet chestnut)

Item

Cost per unit in GBP

Item price in GBP

Small animal chew toy

0.50

3-6

Jewellery

0.70

5 - 20

Lamp shade

20.00

80

Bins

20.00

80

Chairs

26.00

300

Chandelier

20.00

150

Tables

32.00

500

Benches

38.00

400

Maximum tree stools in production at any one time will be 500 these can be planted
much closer than normal tree production which utilises space which will enable us to
be producing and creating throughout the growth cycle.
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11

We have been prototyping and experimenting with mother nature and have decided
to concentrate on producing:
Lamp shades, chairs, tables, bins, lamp stands, chandeliers, jewellery, benches.

11

http://www.creativespotting.com/2016/03/man-grows-natural-chairs/
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12

NB Pro formas will be green or brown

In line with our permaculture principles Off cuts from production will go towards
producing a side product of small animal chews and toys.
Any other by product will be harvested for biomass.
There will be no waste whatsoever from this enterprise, it is also a carbon positive
enterprise (assuming 22kg of carbon intake per tree) net positive effect of potentially
11,000 kg of carbon intake
We will manage the growing area to be wildlife friendly environment which will
require a low/nil irrigation.
Once harvested the stools will grow at a faster rate, minus 1 year on average
producing products faster the harvested product will require little processing as the
natural feel and look is a selling feature any drying and sanding will be completed in
the workshop and the shared Dutch barn.

Projected Income/costs in GBP13
Years

Costs

Income

1

500

1500

2

700

2700

3

1000

5000

4

1000

7500

5

1000

7500

(Costs consist of plants/trees, pro formers, ties, oils, sanding, delivery)

Over the 5 year start up we will need to market and create the appetite for the
product – market research so far has been very positive with pre orders being taken
and commissions. There is potential for pre paid or part pre paid items which will aid
our cash flow in years 1to 4
12

http://www.creativespotting.com/2016/03/man-grows-natural-chairs/

13

Own research and questionnaire
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We intend to sell at craft markets and sales locally, alongside are other products,
shared Cardiff stall and a yearly Christmas sales site. We intend to develop and sell
online with pick up or delivery options
Projected units sold
Item

Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4

Year 5

Small
animal
chew toy

100

100

100

100

100

Jewellery

100

100

100

100

100

Lamp shade

20

20

20

Bins

20

20

20

10

15

10

10

Chairs
Chandelier

10

Tables

2

Benches

2

Bee honey and products
Primarily we want to increase pollination, bee health and habitat for bees and so
tying in with our bee and butterfly perennials we intend to keep 2 Sun hives
Haengekorb style This hive, currently being promoted by the Natural Beekeeping
Trust 14, has been designed to prioritise optimal conditions for colony health over the
convenience of hive manipulations and the maximising of honey yield .Sun Hives
15
have been shown to greatly improve over-wintering survival rate, have substantial
disease and parasite resistance, and to exhibit increased colony activity and
cohesion in general. Primarily designed for the health of the bees they are also
accessible for humans and will be ample for our plot and may give us some
additional product.

14

Mancke, G (2005) The sun hive, The Natural Beekeeping Trust, page 16-18

15

Seymour, J (2004) The new complete book of self sufficiency, Dorling Kindersley, page 23 5
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Small pet willow toys
Using the by products of the specialist tree growing and feathers from the doves we
intend to create a small scale manufacturing of small animal toys, such as willow
chews, willow balls, houses, bridges, cat teasers etc
Raw material will be from the cut offs and trimmings from the furniture growing
enterprise any tying items will be provided by the corydline plants.
This will be small scale and processed in the existing Dutch barn and workshop sold
at local pet shops in the South West Wales area and the stalls and craft shows we
intend to attend to promote the grown jewellery and furniture. We have again spoken
to existing suppliers and outlets to gain an understanding of the market place and
size of orders. We believe selling to independent shops and outlet may be best and
to sell the products ourselves.
As the growing enterprises develop we will create an on line presence and aim to
develop both the marketing and selling of our products this way. We are clear we
have the digital capability in ourselves and our network to develop this.

Year

Costs in £

Unit price in £

Production
numbers

Income in £

1

50

3-6

0

0

2

50

3-6

0

0

3

50

3-6

50

200

4

50

3-6

70

300

5

50

3-6

100

500

Courses/consultancy
Part of my current wok is as a trainer/coach/facilitator and i have spent many years
developing varied skills and acquiring knowledge in this area, this can be transferred
by offering courses based at the Lammas hub and in the wider community. There is
a strong demand from all walks of life and it is important that we offer the opportunity
for people to learn and grow associated with the one planet development. We are
aware that many residents at Lammas, are also running courses in a similar vein we
do not foresee this to be a problem as there is such a demand for courses of this
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nature and that demand is projected to grow in the future. We have already
approached residents at Lammas about cooperating with running courses and will
develop that cooperation theme. Until sustainable development is implemented on a
much deeper level, there is a huge need for groups and individuals in every village to
provide practical opportunities and training such as we are offering. In our
experience the world of sustainable development is one of co-operation and sharing
ideas in order to improve our social, economic and environmental awareness.

Courses

Course

Duration

Outline

Course
cost per
person

Number
per year

Furniture growing

1 day

Introduction to
growing trees/shrubs
into furniture items.

100

1 from yr 3
onwards

Furniture
sculpting

2 day

Introduction and
hands on design and
sculpting of
furniture/jewellery
items

100

1 from yr 3
onwards

Sustainable
gardens

2 day

Design, construction
and maintenance of
organic sustainable
gardens (practical
and hands on)

80

1 from yr 3
onwards

Total land based enterprises income projections in GBP
Year courgettes mushrooms asparagus doves Bee/butterfly Tree

furniture
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Small
pet

Total

perennials

willow
toys

1

220

165

-200

395

50

1000

-50

1580

2

220

165

0

395

100

2000

-50

2830

3

220

165

200

395

190

4000

150

5320

4

220

165

500

895

220

6500

250

8750

5

220

165

500

895

280

6500

450

9010

Essential criteria
The essential criteria are that:
a) The basic domestic needs of all households are met from income derived from produce
grown and reared on the site, including processing and adding value, and other income
streams derived from the productive and regenerative capacity of the site, such as from
training and education courses, or consultancy directly linked to land based activities on the
site. These latter activities should be clearly subsidiary to the primary activity of growing and
rearing produce.

Our domestic needs are £3125 per annum and we have clearly shown that the
various land based enterprises will produce in excess of this. We have the flexibility
to adjust the income streams to best suit environmental/climatic situations.
Contributory criteria
The contributory criteria are that:
b) The land based enterprise provides food and other products to local markets, reducing
local footprints.

We have shown clearly the marketing strategy and fully intend to use the local
market for both the food and other produce
c) Facilities for processing produce are made available to other local producers.

The 3 way shared Dutch barn will be used by the 3 Clawdd Du plot holders
d) Training / courses / consultancy are offered as components of the land based enterprise
to share best practice of One Planet Development.

As shown in courses table we fully intend to share best practice and offer the
opportunities to participate in experiential learning
Monitoring: Essential criteria
The targets and indicators for monitoring the essential criteria are:
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Target: That the minimum income needs of all occupants are met from income derived from
land use activities on the site.
Indicator: Annual household income and costs reporting.

Method: The annual monitoring report will contain an updated table 4 which defines
our minimum income needs. It will also contain basic accounts for our land-based
enterprises along with an updated analysis that summarises how we are meeting our
minimum income requirement from land-based activity.
Target: That income derived from other land based enterprises such as training and
education courses, or consultancy remain subsidiary to the primary activity of growing and
rearing produce.
Indicator: Annual reporting on the total value of produce grown and reared on the site
compared with income derived from other land based enterprises.

Method: An updated table and analysis included in the annual monitoring report will
detail the respective land-based income streams demonstrating that our ‘other’ landbased income streams remain subsidiary to the primary activity of growing and
rearing produce.
Monitoring: Contributory criteria The targets and indicators for monitoring the contributory
criteria are:
Target: That the land based enterprise provides food and other products to local markets,
reducing other local footprints.
Indicator: Annual reporting of sale volumes and market areas by each on-site enterprise.

Method: An updated table and analysis included in the annual monitoring report will
detail the respective land-based income streams demonstrating that our ‘other’ landbased income streams remain subsidiary to the primary activity of growing and
rearing produce.

Target: That facilities for processing produce are made available to other local producers
Indicator: Annual reporting on use of processing facilities by others.

Method: Our annual monitoring report will include details of workshop use by family,
friends and neighbours and Dutch Barn use by family friends and neighbours.
Target: That training / courses / consultancy, as components of the land based enterprise,
share best practice in sustainable land based activities with the wider community.
Indicator: Annual reporting on training and consultancy activities.

Method: Our annual monitoring report will include details of any land-based
enterprises that involve training/ courses/ consultancy.
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Occupants
The holding has been designed to support and be run by the 2 of us utilising the
skills and abilities we have. Therefore fulfilling the occupants essential criteria the
essential criteria are that: a) the number of occupants is directly related to the ability
of the site to support their minimum food and income needs and the number of
people needed to run the site effectively. It is intended to use wider family members
and volunteers as needed and local expertise especially in the set up phases as
required (such as plumbers and electricians) my 4 sons are enthusiastic volunteers
with a great mix of skills which we can utilise such as one produces wood waste from
his work which we hope to use both as recycled building materials and fuel for the
dwelling house especially in the first 3 years. Another runs a stall in Cardiff and will
act as a seller for the sculpted furniture. We intend to finance the holding from
savings through the set up phase and then the enterprises to contribute
progressively.
We are in the process of selling a small house in South Wales which will produce
enough to finance the initial 3 years as described in the phasing section – from then
on the income streams will be starting to kick in and produce enough income to
cover our needs surplus to what we grow and make ourselves.
Over the last 5 years we have been planning and collecting items, equipment, plants
and expertise so we will be prepared as best we can.
Roles we will fulfil
Keith

Sam

Doves

x

Poultry/Ducks

x

House upkeep

x

Renewables upkeep

x

Furniture growing

x

x

Vegetables

x

x

Fruit

x

x

Poly tunnel

x

x

Digital marketing

x

x
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Stalls
Product processing

x
x

Essential criteria
The essential criteria are that: a) the number of occupants is directly related to the ability of
the site to support their minimum food and income needs and the number of people needed
to run the site effectively.

We are currently 2 adults and have based this application on the ability to cover the
work needed and the blend of skills required using mainly non mechanical work
methods.
Monitoring: Essential criteria
The targets and indicators for monitoring the essential criteria are:
Target: That the number of occupants is directly related to the ability of the site to support
their minimum food and income needs and the number of people needed to run the site
effectively.
Indicator: Annual reporting on number of occupants by household and their roles on site.

Method: The annual monitoring report will detail the number of adults and any
dependents living at Hafan y coed and our respective roles within the holding.

Land Management

The management of the land needs to fit in with our principles of human and nature
intrinsically linked we want a holding that supports us (food, fuel, shelter, water etc)
and creating environmental benefit through improved soil, flora and fauna health and
biodiversity. That fits into the wider landform. Therefore we must steward the land to
maximise both and be aware of adapting and flexing are inputs to work alongside the
natural rhythms of the land.
Components
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Dwelling house
We have been careful to site our dwelling such that it is recessed into the landscape
so that the structure blends into the local environment and is not visible from the
wider landscape both by the use of natural, local materials, positioning the house
into the land form and adapting it by turf roofs and land screening. We will also
screen with a comprehensive planting regime.

Pond
The pond will be established close to the dwelling house and act in a number of
roles, to establish a wildlife niche and increase bio diversity enabling amphibians and
insects to thrive supporting the increase in wildlife and farmland bird life. It will also
act as a water reservoir for the plot and be a food store for us. We aim once
established to introduce sterile native brown trout to the pond. The pond will be fed
by land-drains, swales and the overflow from the crystal spring and rain runoff from
the buildings. The pond will be in parts up to 3m deep meaning the fish will survive if
the pond ever freezes. We will keep the stocking levels low partly to seek a good
equilibrium with other wildlife, but also so we don’t have to supplement the fish with
additional food. The fish will be purely for our own consumption.

Poultry
In the area around the pond we will keep poultry for eggs and meat, managing their
stocking density to ensure there is a balance between their health and the health of
their environment.

Orchard/soft fruit
We will create a soft fruit area to supplement that which is already grown in the
vegetable garden. This will be for home consumption and will include summer and
autumn raspberries, blackcurrants, rhubarb and gooseberries The orchard area will
recreate a semi-natural habitat that is in decline in this area .It will include a range of
fruit trees apple, pear, plum, cherry selected for their suitability to this area and
climate. The location of the orchard will help visual screening from the West.

Poly tunnel
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The poly tunnel will enable us to extend our out-of-season growing capabilities and
to increase our production of plants that require covered protection to thrive. Crops
might include:
Winter chard, pak-choi, spinach herbs tomatoes cucumbers courgettes peppers
winter sown carrots early beans and peas spring onions ,early soft fruit lettuces,
purslane, rocket, chillies

Furniture growing
Areas planted up with tree species which will be sculpted into one off bespoke
pieces of furniture over time periods of 1-2, 4-5 and 6-7 years depending on species.
Its location will help visual screening from the South.

Vegetable garden
Producing up to 65% of our needs from conventional vegetable production

SRC
SRC: 4000m2 Bio mass Willow will be planted for fuel and will be coppiced on a 3
year rotation. The planting of short rotation coppice will create a semi-natural habitat
feature that would have once formed an intrinsic part of traditional woodland
management techniques Its location will help in the visual screening to the South
West.

Wild areas
These will be left alone to encourage wild life and biodiversity. The areas next to the
hedgerows will be monitored to ensure that canopy growth does not have any
detrimental effect on the health of the hedgerow and if any such indication arises
then localised thinning will take place. Once established the areas will act as wildlife
corridors across the plot and across others into the woodland areas. They will also
be available as a biomass/ timber resource.

Mushrooms
Mushroom cultivation: Shitake and Oyster mushrooms to start will be grown using
hardwood logs inoculated with mushroom spawn dowels. Between 15/20 logs of
50cmx15-20cm diameter will be used. This will be done every year and re done on a
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four/five year cycle as inoculated logs should produce a crop for up to 5 years.
Some will be for our own consumption whilst 90% will be sold locally.

Doves
Doves will be kept to keep the home area clear of parasites they will be housed in a
dovecote and kept for meat and a small scale local wedding rental.

We have utilised the original Lammas low impact ltd ecology report which identifies
all the features of conservation value and makes recommendations for improving the
ecology across the holding. Towards that end we will:Identify all semi natural and important habitats on the site as fits the essential land
management criteria which are the existing hedgerow and have an active
management approach that conserves and enhances it. Planting new natural
hedgerows and shelter belts with native species and managing those.
There are no cultural heritage features on the site.

The landscape of the site is enhanced by the addition and traditional management of
characteristic or once characteristic local landscape features that, amongst other
things, may be used to screen and filter views to built elements of the proposals and
to provide shelter and screening to horticultural areas.
Buildings and other structures and access tracks are located where they can in part
be recessed into the landscape and do not stand out in full view from public vantage
points. The dwelling house has been sited into the landscape such that it is not fully
visible in the wider landscape. There are other small mobile structures associated
with the development (poultry housing) that have been similarly located.
Visual Impact mitigation
As shown on Drawing 6.2 we have thought long and hard to find ways of reducing
any impact that living and working on the holding may have on the visual landscape.
1. We have arranged the land use to act as semi natural screens and shelter
belts mainly to the West as this is the only direction that has a line of site into
the holding (albeit from a number of KM across the valley). The SRC will act
as a screen to the South West and in part to the West. The Furniture growing
area will act as a screen to the South, The Orchard will act as a screen to the
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West and North West, also screening the Poly tunnel, dwelling house and
entrance track.
2. We will create a 3 stage shelter belt and screen on the 3 boundary lines that
currently have no planting and in fill plant the existing hedge line to the East.
This will comprise of a quick growing willow screen, inside which will be a
traditional bank and native hedge on top, inside which will be a row of native.
Trees 80% deciduous and 20% coniferous mix. (once established the willow
will be removed) Thus to the West we will have a natural high screen on our
boundary and a similar mature line just 20m further West at the next
boundary.
3. The dwelling house has been positioned with its smallest surface area the
gable end facing West see drawing 6.2 and 2.0. This area is further reduced
by the workshop positioned in front of it which will be turf roofed and
landscaped by the ground rising up to screen the workshop to the West totally
from view. The small remaining first floor gable will have a green wall16 planted
on it which will blend into the landscape.
4. The dwelling house will be built so that it sits into the natural fall of the land
and landscaped into it. The exterior surfaces will be clad with local materials
and fit with the landscape. Vertical planting will be positioned up the external
surfaces, reducing any remaining visual impact
5. Linear shelter belts will be planted across the holding North – South to screen
smaller areas such as the vegetable area, helping reduce any visual impact to
the West and providing shelter and wildlife corridors through the holding and
to the wider landscape.

Contributory criteria the contributory criteria are that: e) Existing semi-natural
habitats are extended or once characteristic habitats are recreated, ideally creating
wildlife corridors across the site, linking to other habitats beyond the site. Therefore
the SRC coppice area and the Orchard area will re-create semi-natural habitats.
Populations of once characteristic farmland birds of the local area are increased
through appropriate habitat creation. A wide variety of habitat will be created across
the holding including short-rotation coppice, orchard, and wild regeneration.
Anecdotal evidence from the Lammas Ecovillage next door suggests that this
approach will lead to an increase in both numbers and diversity of birdlife. Soil
organic matter is increased. The land management practices will naturally lead to an
increase in soil health and organic matter. Many of our approaches revolve around
the practice of building organic matter (for example using mulches to suppress
weeds and feed the soil in the garden) Populations of pollinating insects are

16

http://www.ambius.com/blog/ultimate-guide-to-living-green-walls/
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increased. The land management practices will naturally lead to an increase in insect
numbers and diversity through habitat creation.
Essential criteria
The essential criteria are that:
a) All existing semi-natural and other important habitats on the site are conserved and
enhanced through appropriate traditional management.

The only semi natural habitat is the boundary to the East a hedgeline with large trees
this will be managed and enhanced by in fill planting on the holding
b) All cultural heritage features (e.g. archaeology) on the site are conserved and enhanced
through appropriate management.

There are no cultural heritage features on the site.
c) The landscape of the site is enhanced by the addition and traditional management of
characteristic or once characteristic local landscape features that, amongst other things, may
be used to screen and filter views to built elements of the proposals and to provide shelter
and screening to horticultural areas.

We will plant local landscape features and create semi natural areas across the
holding creating micro climates, screens and shelter belts.
d) Buildings and other structures and access tracks are located where they can be recessed
into the landscape and do not stand out in views from public vantage points.

The dwelling house has been sited into the landscape as much as possible and then
screened by landscaping and green wall planting such that it is hidden as much as
possible in the wider landscape. We have taken a similar approach to the other
smaller structures such as a the dove cote and positioned the access track so it is
screened by the new planted boundaries, Orchard and shelter belts.
Contributory criteria
The contributory criteria are that:
e) Existing semi-natural habitats are extended or once characteristic habitats are recreated,
ideally creating wildlife corridors across the site, linking to other habitats beyond the site.

The SRC coppice, Orchard and Tree furniture areas will re-create semi-natural
habitats. The shelter belts and screens will create wildlife corridors linking the plot
and it to other areas.
f) Populations of once characteristic farmland birds of the local area are increased through
appropriate habitat creation.

A wide variety of habitat will be created across the holding including short-rotation
coppice, orchard, wildflower meadow and new hedgerows. Anecdotal evidence from
the Lammas Ecovillage next door suggests that this approach will lead to an
increase in both numbers and diversity of birdlife.
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g) Soil organic matter is increased.

The land management practices will naturally lead to an increase in soil health and
organic matter. Many of our approaches revolve around the practice of building
organic matter (for example using mulches to suppress weeds and feed the soil in
the garden)
h) Populations of pollinating insects are increased

The land management practices will naturally lead to an increase in insect numbers
and diversity through habitat creation. The bee hives and pollinator perrienials will
also aid this.
Monitoring: Essential criteria
The targets and indicators for monitoring the essential criteria are:
Target: That all existing semi-natural habitats are in favourable condition. Indicators: Spread
of characteristic species of that habitat against an established baseline. Decline in noncharacteristic / commercial agricultural species within each habitat (seek advice of Wildlife
Trust).

Method The monitoring report will include a survey of semi natural habitats on the
holding their increase and health.
Target: That all identified cultural heritage features are maintained in good condition.
Indicators: No cultivation or soil erosion over buried archaeological sites and historic
earthworks. Scrub and trees removed over buried archaeological sites and historic
earthworks. Above ground historic/ cultural features stabilised and scrub / trees removed.

Method the report will highlight any cultural heritage features that are found they will
be reported and conserved appropriately
Target: That there is an increase in the number and /or area or length of traditional
characteristic landscape features and all are under appropriate traditional management.
Indicators: Increase in the number / area / length of x landscape feature. Increase in the
number / area / length of y landscape feature.

Method the annual monitoring report will include any increase in, addition to and
condition of traditional landscape features.
Monitoring: Contributory criteria
The targets and indicators for monitoring the contributory criteria are:
Target: That (named) semi-natural habitat(s) are extended / created. : Area of new habitat.
Spread of characteristic species of that habitat.

Method The annual monitoring report will include the new areas of semi natural
habitat such as Orchard, SRC, wild flower grass, hedgerows their development and
health
Target: That there is an increase in the population of farmland birds on the site. Indicator:
Number of breeding farmland birds on the site against an established baseline
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Method A survey of farmland birds and breeding pairs and their growth will be
included in the monitoring report
Target: That there is an increase in the population of honey bees. Indicator: Number of
active bee hives on site.

Method The annual monitoring report will include the number and health of our hives
and associated hives of our neighbours

Energy
We intend to supply all our energy needs from renewable sources on the site with
the exception of road vehicle fuel, chain saw fuel and a small amount of LPG for
summer cooking. We want to be energy resilient and independent.
Energy components
Domestic Heating and cooking
The house will be designed to minimise energy use. South facing to utilise the
passive solar gain. The wool and straw based insulation used in the walls and roof
will provide excellent thermal insulation and limit draughts (a typical wool insulated
wall has a U-value of 0.17 W/m²K – significantly better than the current requirement
under Part L (2010) of the Building Regulations of 0.30 W/m²K). The house will be
compact in scale, meaning that it takes very little energy to keep warm and maintain.
South facing windows allow the suns heat in and it will be a stable internal
environment. The plan is for a wood stove cooker to supply space heating, hot water
and cooking for the dwelling house so we are able to meet our heating, hot water
and cooking needs from this single appliance. It will have a very high efficiency rating
(80%) and a very low wood consumption rate. The appliance will be surrounded by
high thermal mass to capture heat and release it when needed. We supplement
summer cooking by using LPG
The intention is to plant approximately 4000 square meters of short rotation coppice
biomass willow. Conventional yield estimates suggest that the first harvest should
yield 25-30odt/ha (oven dried tonnes) and subsequent harvests 32 – 35odt/ha17.
We estimate that we will require between 2 and 3 ODT of biomass fuel each year
.Once the SRC area is established it will meet our domestic heating/ cooking/ hot
water needs entirely. In the meantime our needs can be supplemented by off-cuts
from the woodland and Hedgerow trimmings and waste recycled wood. In addition
the new land based enterprise off cuts will produce biomass fuel.

17

’Farm Management Pocketbook’, 2008, John Nix, Imperial College London, p70 -71
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Domestic electricity generation
PVs and Wind
We intend to install a combined PV and small domestic turbine unit amounting to 4
KW to power our electricity needs producing 3600kw/h (centre for alternative technology
info.cat.org.uk/solarcalculator) This will be positioned near the house towards due South
and angled to maximise the winter sun.
Typically, a 3 to 4 kW solar panel system will produce enough energy for a family
sized home, while a 2 to 3 kW will typically be the right size for a smaller household.
An average 4 kW solar panel system will generate around 3,600kWh of electricity a
year. That’s enough electricity to individually power:
4,857 hours of the washing machine
97,143 hours of the fridge
1,880 hours of boiling the kettle
1,417 hours of the oven18

We will reduced the electricity needs as much as we can running in total
Appliance

Wattage

Freezer

120

Fridge

40

Lighting

11

stereo

40

Laptop charge

20

Tablet/phone charging

10

Power tool charge

100

Router

10

Total maximum wattage at any one time 350 watts19 (centre for sustainable energy
www.cse.org.uk)
18

http://www.theecoexperts.co.uk/how-much-electricity-does-average-solar-panel-system-generate

19

centre for sustainable energy www.cse.org.uk)
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Running a house much less dependent on electricity by using other methods,
insulation, passive solar gain and awareness of our electrical useage. We feel by
doing this we can easily be energy self sufficient both summer and winter.

Energy Criteria Essential criteria
The essential criteria are that:
a) The energy needs of the site will be minimised through suitable design and use of
technology, including that which enables re-use.

The site has been designed to minimise energy use throughout, to be worked at
a human level and to be energy independant. The dwelling house will gain
passive solar, be well insulated and heated from a sustainable source with the
use of low energy lights and appliances. The energy used in the materials and
construction has also been considered and minimised.
b) All of the energy needs of all activities shall be met from sources of renewable energy on
site, with the exception of small amounts of non-renewable fuel for particular uses for
which they are best suited and justifiable (para 3.60).

The design and use of the site will be from renewable energy generated on the
holding, energy use has clearly been specified and the renewables can supply
both winter and summer load, and the heating and cooking needs of the site from
year ¾ onwards and before that a recycled/trash local wood supply has been
arranged. We do intend to use small amounts of non-renewable fuel for cooking
in summer months and chainsaw use; these are all allowable under the policy.

Contributory criteria
The contributory criteria are that:
c) The embodied energy of renewable energy equipment should not outweigh its benefits
from energy generation.

A recent study by researchers from the Netherlands and the USA (Fthenakis,
Kim and Alsema, 2008), which analyses PV module production processes based
on data from 2004-2006. They find that it takes 250kWh of electricity to produce
1m2 of crystalline silicon PV panel. Under typical UK conditions, 1m2 of PV panel
will produce around 100kWh electricity per year, so it will take around 2.5 years
to "pay back" the energy cost of the panel.
PV panels have an expected life of least 25-30 years so even under UK
conditions a PV panel will, over its lifespan, produce many times more energy
than was required to manufacture the panel.20
20

http://info.cat.org.uk/questions/pv/what-energy-and-carbon-payback-time-pv-panels-uk
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d) Human and animal labour should replace the use of non-renewable energy whenever
possible and practical.

The holding has been designed to be run by the 2 of us on a largely un
mechanised scale alongside the occasional help of wider family and volunteers.
Monitoring: Essential criteria
The targets and indicators for monitoring the essential criteria are:
Target: That all of the energy needs shall be met from sources of renewable energy on site.
Indicators: Annual reporting on use of renewable energies generated on site (as percentage
of energy needs). Annual reporting on use of all non-renewable fuels, recorded in terms of
use (what for) and amount (quantity) Annual reporting on quantity of electricity exported to
the grid and imported from the grid. (Note: all purchased energy will form part of the EFA
making it necessary for energy use to be minimised)

Method The annual monitoring report will include detailed data of renewable energy
generated and used on the site both domestically and in the land based business,
plus the amount of any non renewable fuel used and for what (such as chain saw
fuel). It will also include the amount of biomass grown and used.
As there are no grid connections no reporting of importing to the grid will be included

Water
We are happy to be self-sufficient in water and are grateful that our holding has
provision for this. We value water, re-using it wherever it is practical to do so.
Components
Water use
Water use within the household will be minimised as a matter of course. This is not
something that is necessarily easy to quantify and qualify. We are naturally
conservative in our domestic water use. We have portable water from both Ffynnon
deg and Crystal spring and non portable water. We aim to collect rain runoff from all
the structures collected into the ponds and also into tanks for irrigation of vegetable
and poly tunnels. The average roof collects about 85,000 litres of rain a year –
enough to fill 450 water butts with water21 this will be piped into tanks and into the
pond which will have a holding capacity of 300000 litres

21

https://www.dwrcymru.co.uk/welsh/waterefficiency/school/_pdf/waterfacts.pdf
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In the house we will only use showers instead of baths, washing up by hand, being
prudent with the frequency with which we wash ourselves and our clothes, using a
compost toilet instead of a flush toilet.
We estimate that in total we will use just 180 litres per day .putting us 70% below the
national average22.
The Pwll Broga dwelling house, along with Trecnwc farmhouse, Pont y Gafel
farmhouse and the Lammas ecovillage development all benefit from the use of the
Ffynnon-Deg spring which is situated approximately 400 meters West, above the
development. The spring has been in use for many hundreds of years and is
currently managed by Mrs Burke of Pont y Gafel farm. It is gravity fed and does not
require filtering or UV treatment to meet drinking water standards.
Most of our land based enterprises will not require much water inputs, avoiding
irrigation by no dig beds, mulches, choice of plants, location, shelter belts etc. We
estimate in total our horticultural irrigation will be 10000 litres all supplied by roof
runoff.
See Appendix 4 water report
Essential criteria
The essential criteria are that:
a) The water needs of the site will be minimised through suitable design and use of
technology, including that which enables re-use.

The site water use has been design to minimise use, re use and use water
flows to maximise overall use often based on our own behaviours. Examples
are no dig horticultural beds, mulches, composting toilet amongst others.
b) Rainwater harvesting from buildings and structures must be maximised.

Rain water harvesting has been incorporated from all the buildings on site,
storage will be in storage tanks and ponds and used extensively for the
horticulture, any irrigation and animals.
c) All of the water needs of all activities should be met from water available on site,
unless there is a more environmentally sustainable alternative. Abstraction from
water bodies (including groundwater sources) must be at levels that do not cause
environmental harm. Harm would result from the lowering of surface and ground
water levels.

The average person in the UK uses 150 litres of water per day
(http://www.waterwise.org.uk/data/resources/25/Water_factsheet_2012.pdf). The household water
consumption calculator estimates that a person living in our house with normal consumption patterns
would be using 101 – 106litres per person per day (depending on the formula adopted).
22
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Use of Ffynnon Deg spring which issues into the Cwm Cedni valley to the
north of Trecnwc and the crystal spring and rain harvesting will meet all our
water needs on the site.
Contributory criteria The contributory criteria are that:
d) Any water pumping should be renewably powered.

Any pumping will be powered by our renewables
e) Any ponds / lakes created should maximise habitat creation and should not destroy
important existing habitats.

No important habitat will be taken to create the ponds and they will be
designed to provide water storage in addition to fish and wildlife habitat in
keeping with our permaculture philosophy
Monitoring: Essential criteria
The targets and indicators for monitoring the essential criteria are:
Target: That all water needs are met from water available on site (unless there is a
more sustainable alternative).
Indicators: Annual reporting on use of water sources (amount used from each
source), including that harvested from site and that abstracted from water bodies
(surface and ground water). Annual reporting on ground and surface water levels
(reported on monthly basis).

Method; The annual monitoring report will contain a description of our water
usage, abstraction and harvesting patterns which details sources, methods,
quantities and water use.

Waste

We are intending to treat waste as a part of a sustainable system and view it as part
of the system therefore minimising waste at every opportunity
The shift away from a conventional consumer-based lifestyle towards a low-impact,
land-based resilience includes a complete change in attitude towards waste. We
prefer to think of waste as resource flows – inputs and outputs – as part of a cyclic
holistic awareness of our role here on Earth and from that perspective any waste is
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not only a missed opportunity – but it also passes on the burden of responsibility to
integrate/ resolve/ assimilate whatever we are discarding/ rejecting onto someone/
something else. We aim to minimise all waste.
Components
Domestic food waste
All domestic food waste will be composted on the holding.
Grey water and human waste
As we will not be using toxic chemicals in any grey water we intend to re use and
then ultimately flow out into a small reed bed23
We intend to build an above-ground twin chamber composting toilet24.
Packaging and paper
Where possible we will avoid buying anything with extra packaging. We will reuse
plastic tubs and glass jars as much as possible. All remaining plastic will be recycled.
All paper and card burnt or composted. All metal is recycled.
Green waste from growing food and timber
This will be fed to animals or composted
Live stock manure
Will be composted and fed back to the land
Essential criteria
The essential criteria are that:
a) All biodegradable waste produced on site is assimilated on site in environmentally
sustainable ways.

The application clearly shows all biodegradable waste will be assimilated on
site in environmentally sustainable ways, through composting, mulches, green
manures, animal use.
b) The only exception to this is occasional off-site disposal of small nonbiodegradable
amounts of waste, which cannot be assimilated on site which arise from things used
on site wearing out or breaking irreparably.

We will mend and re use as much non biodegradable items as possible and
the small amount of waste resulting will be disposed off in the local recycling
centre at Hermon.
23

http://info.cat.org.uk/questions/water-and-sewage/what-are-reed-beds

24

Harper, P & Halestrap L (1999) Lifting the Lid, C.A.T. Publications, page 134
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c) All waste handling and assimilation on site must comply with Environment Agency
guidelines.

We are careful to manage our organic waste with health and safety in mind
and all appropriate environmental agency guidelines will be complied with
Contributory criteria
The contributory criteria are that:
d) The re-use of organic waste on site should increase overall site fertility and
productivity so long as this is not at the expense of important semi-natural habitats
dependent on low soil fertility.

We do not have any semi-natural habitats dependent on low soil fertility, and
will use our organic waste to improve soil health and depth in our gardens,
fruit growing areas and orchards.
Monitoring: Essential criteria
The targets and indicators for monitoring the essential criteria are:
Target: That all biodegradable waste produced on site will be assimilated on site in
environmentally sustainable ways.

Method the annual monitoring report will include methods of assimilating
biodegradable waste on the site.
Target: The only exception to this is occasional off-site disposal of small amounts of
nonbiodegradable waste items which cannot be assimilated on site that arise from
things used on site wearing out or breaking irreparably. Indicators: Annual reporting
on quantity of all waste production by types of waste and sources - domestic and
other (specified). Annual reporting on quantity of on site waste assimilation and
offsite waste disposal

Method The annual monitoring report will include the quantity of all waste
produced by types of waste and sources - domestic and other including the
quantity of on-site waste assimilation and offsite waste disposal

Target: That all waste handling and assimilation on site must comply with
Environment Agency guidelines. Indicator: Annual statement of compliance with
Environment Agency guidelines.

Method the annual monitoring report will include a statement of compliance
with Environment Agency guidelines.
Monitoring: Contributory criteria The targets and indicators for monitoring the
contributory criteria are:
Target: That the re-use of organic waste on site should increase overall site fertility
and productivity, so long as this is not at the expense of important seminatural
habitats dependent on low soil fertility. Indicator: Addressed in annual reporting of onsite waste assimilation (see above)
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Method the annual monitoring report will detail overall soil health to show year
on year increase due to re use of organic waste on the site.

Zero Carbon buildings

Our objective is to construct a simple dwelling house made of locally sourced and
recycled materials with minimal environmental impact both zero carbon in
construction and use aligned with the aspirations of the Welsh government.
See Appendix 7 for Outline Specification of Dwelling. The approach will be low tech/
low energy using the least heavy equipment, most of the work will be carried out by
us, volunteers and our extended family, we will use local trades when necessary
such as plumbers and electricians. By using this approach we will ensure low noise
and minimal environmental impact and most waste will be assimilated on site.
Zero Carbon in Use There is no clear definition of ‘Zero Carbon in Use’ in the Welsh
Government planning literature. However in TAN 22 ‘Planning for Sustainable
Buildings’ there is clear guidance on achieving ‘Low and Zero Carbon Design
Solutions’. In line with figure 9 of the TAN 22 document we have reduced the energy
demand of our dwelling, ensured energy efficiency and employed low and zero
carbon technologies to minimise our carbon footprint.
We want a small low impact house and reducing energy use makes sense we have
achieved this by orientation and gaining as much passive solar gain as possible the
design has positioned skylights for cooling and window size and position to maximise
light and solar gain (all of which are suggested in figure 11 of TAN 22).
Energy efficiency has been achieved by high quality insulation, double glazed units
and good design. We are using low and zero carbon technologies such as: biomass
stove for heating hot water and cooking Wind turbine and Photovoltaics with on site
production of biomass (all of which are included in the list in figure 12 of TAN 22).
Please refer to Appendix 13 for detailed CfSH assessment and report
We aim to live a sustainable low carbon lifestyle and will incorporate this in
everything we do such as: no dig horticulture beds, Carbon sequestration in building
materials (e.g. wood). on site food production, reducing associated transportation
emissions. Reduced personal travel emissions, due to full time occupation on site.
Personal lifestyle choices (e.g. choosing long lasting products over cheaper
disposable products, thus reducing emissions during production).
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During construction of the dwelling house all building regulations will be complied
with, this will be achieved through communication with the relevant authorities.
There is 1 existing building on site (see Baseline) a 3 way shared Dutch barn
positioned 300metres away from our plot this has a shared use and will be utilised as
a space primarily for tree furniture drying and processing.
Ancillary buildings Zero Carbon in Construction Ancillary buildings which do not
require building regulations will also be constructed from responsibly sourced, local,
natural materials and /or reclaimed and recycled materials. The same low impact
approach to building will be employed as for the dwelling house .All of these
buildings will be Zero Carbon in construction with the justification of recycled building
materials being in keeping with that of the dwelling.

Materials specification for each building:
Workshop
Specification Materials Source Stone plinths Glogue Quarry (local) Mortar Lime
Timber (Douglas Fir or Larch) Growing Heart (locally grown) internal recycled wood
Roofing Turf (on site)
Dovecote
Specification Timber growing heart (locally grown) internal timber recycled, roof
covering turf (on site)
Root Cellar
Specification Materials Source Stone Walls Glogue Quarry (local) Mortar Lime Roof
covering Turf (on site)

None of the ancillary buildings will be heated However all buildings have been
orientated to take advantage of passive heating. Natural lighting will be the
predominant lighting in all ancillary buildings with any additional lighting required
running from the photovoltaic panels as will any power tools.
Exit strategy
Dwelling house Simple construction, easy to dismantle. Valuable components (e.g.
glazing) easy to separate and salvage. -Predominantly natural materials. What
cannot be salvaged can be left to be assimilated on site. -Negligible environmental
impact compared to conventional development. -Easy access for removal of
materials.
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Ancillary Buildings: -The workshop, will be almost entirely constructed from locally
sourced timber with small pier foundations of lime and locally sourced stone. Most
materials could therefore be returned to the site as part of the exit strategy. -The
small proportion of non-degradable materials used could be separated and removed
for recycling with little effort. -The root cellar will be constructed entirely of locally
sourced stone and lime mortar. All materials could therefore be returned to the site
as part of the exit strategy.

Essential criteria
The essential criteria are that:
a) Domestic and ancillary buildings will be 'zero carbon' in construction and use as
explained in this guidance and using the up to date Welsh definition of zero carbon.

We have explained in detail how we intend to construct and use a zero carbon
dwelling house
b) Proposals will identify which structures require Building Regulations approval and
that this approval is obtained either before or during construction.

The dwelling house will require building regulation approval and this will be
obtained prior to any work commencing
c) All structures identified for removal in the Exit Strategy are capable of removal with
low environmental impact.

The dwelling house, being built predominantly from natural materials, could
easily be dismantled with the natural materials being composted, and the nonbiodegradable materials being recycled.
Contributory criteria
The contributory criteria are that:
d) The construction of buildings should make as much use of recycled materials as
possible so long as this does not affect their ability to satisfy the essential criteria.

The proposal is to use much recycled and free cycled materials in the
construction of the dwelling house as possible as long as it does not affect the
essential criteria. Examples of this are recycled hard wood window units,
wood doors, celotex insulation and construction wood.
e) Existing buildings are re-used where this would have an overall lower environmental
impact than new buildings, or where they are of particular value in landscape or
heritage terms, but provided that they are not unsightly or have a negative impact on
the surrounding landscape.
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There are no appropriate buildings available for re-use on the holding. The
shared Dutch barn is of no heritage value and totally unsuitable other than as
a barn.
Monitoring: Essential criteria
The targets and indicators for monitoring the essential criteria are:
Target: That domestic and ancillary buildings are zero carbon in construction and
use. Indicators: Achievement of zero carbon assessment for all buildings requiring
Building Regulations approval in construction as described in this guidance
Achievement of zero carbon assessment for all buildings requiring Building
Regulations approval in use as described in this guidance

Method: Evidence of our dwellinghouse achieving ‘zero carbon in construction
and use has been supplied in this management plan. The annual monitoring
report will provide updates on this.
Target: That structures requiring Building Regulations approval obtain this approval.
Indicators: All structures requiring Building Regulations approval are identified in the
proposals. This approval is obtained either before or during construction.

Method Building regulation approval will be obtained prior to any work taking
place on the dwelling house. The annual monitoring report will provide
updates on this.
Target: That all structures identified for removal in the Exit Strategy are capable of
removal with low environmental impact. Indicators: Specification of how each
structure identified for removal in the Exit Strategy is capable of removal with low
environmental impact.

Method: A specification has been included in the exit strategy section of this
management plan.
Monitoring: Contributory criteria
The targets and indicators for monitoring the contributory criteria are:
Target: That the construction of structures should make as much use of recycled
materials as possible so long as this does not affect their ability to satisfy the
essential criteria. Indicator: Detailed summary of use of recycled materials in
construction of structures.

Method: A summary of the recycled elements of the dwellinghouse is included
in this management plan, which includes wood, windows, doors, kitchen units,
white goods, pipes, wiring.
Target: That existing buildings are re-used where this would have an overall lower
environmental impact than new buildings, or where they are of particular value in
landscape or heritage terms, but provided that they are not unsightly or have a
negative impact due to their siting Indicator: Explanatory statement on the re-use of
any existing buildings.
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Method: An explanatory statement on the re-use of any existing buildings has
been provided in this management plan

Community impact assessment
Objectives
We will put every effort into building positive relationships in the community whilst
seeking to minimise any negative impact on our local community. We will monitor our
impacts annually and actively mitigate any negative aspects that may occur.
Social
Keith has lived in South Wales for 35 years and Sam for all of his life both of us
hugely appreciate and contribute to our local community which at present is the
coastal area south of Bridgend.
Most of our extended family live in South Wales Sam and his brothers all speak
Welsh and the language and culture of Wales is an important element of our lives.
Currently we have strong links with the growers of Bridgend and the Vale – work in
the local community shop and elsewhere both paid and voluntary. Keith runs a
Garden design, construction and maintenance business also works voluntarily for the
Wildlife Trust of South West Wales and Sea Watch Foundation whilst Sam
volunteers at Tao and Hoppi Wimbush holding at lammas.
Previously in the 1990s we ran a 40 acre sustainable holding near Llandovery
specialising in low impact mountain bike guiding. Also lived and worked in St Davids
and Brecon Beacons and have an extensive network of friends throughout
Pembrokeshire and South Wales.
We are aware that it will take time to integrate and contribute to a new local
community and it is something we believe is critically important.
To this end we started visiting the area a few years ago and continue to do – having
conversations and building relationships. We have very good friends at Lammas eco
village which helps and our social contacts are spreading to the wider community.
We have been drawn to settle in Pembrokeshire for a number of reasons, the
climate, which is ideal for our business plans Pembrokeshire also has historic
associations with low-impact lifestyles and cultural resilience. We feel the area offers
the cultural, social and professional support networks essential to what we want to
do.
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We will welcome visitors to our plot and have both a track way and permissive path
across the land that interconnects to the wider footpath network. We plan to be
involved in the visitors at Lammas by showing them our plot and aim to have open
events there also.

Visual impact
There will be some impact visually during the set up phase which will quickly reduce.
The dwelling house will be recessed into the landscape, be built of local materials
and be screened by a sensitive planting strategy so as to have a minor overall visual
impact. The rest of the holding will fit into the current wider landscape look
(Landmap) scattered farm and woodland. It is worth noting that we intend to train
various climbing plants up most available surfaces on the buildings, which will greatly
mitigate visual impact in the context of the surrounding landscape.
Transport Impact
Our car use is a negative factor of the development which we will minimise (see
Transport Assessment and Travel Plan) and will be considerably less than our
current and the Welsh average use. We will also inevitably increase pressure on
local rural services such as road usage, waste disposal and postal services. This is
mitigated as far as possible by our commitment to manage our own waste (see
Waste section of this application), and to live a low impact lifestyle.
Economic
We intend to play our part in the local economy and in the wider economy of South
Wales by marketing and selling our produce and products and by our own use of the
same economy.
Examples are we plan in time to sell our products at the Lammas shop the Glandwr
community shop and the local markets and in turn use them and shops in Crynych,
Cardigan and Narbeth and also shop and buy for ourselves at these locations.
We also intend to build relationships as suppliers to C and N organics and glut box.
We currently have relationships with outlets in the wider South Wales area and will
continue to use them and monitor the effectiveness of this.
We will employ local trades for specialist work such as electricians and Veterinarian
care and ongoing specialist maintenance of the site.
We will use the local accommodation network bed and breakfasts to accommodate
course delegates.
We strongly believe in a resilient and supportive community, feel we are in a
developing one at the moment and wish to play our part in continuing the
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development of that in Glandwr We intend to support this local economy by being an
integral part of it.
On balance we have demonstrated that the development of our site will have a net
positive effect on our community. We will monitor the elements we have described
and be in a position to act upon any negatives as well as develop any positives in
our future lives in this area.

Essential criteria
The essential criteria are that:
a) There is a thorough assessment of all impacts of the proposals on neighbouring
communities. One Planet Development in the open countryside should not impact
negatively on neighbouring communities.

An assessment of all impacts of the project is provided above. It demonstrates
that the project does not impact negatively on the local community.
b) Any negative impacts are mitigated.

As described above
Contributory criteria
The contributory criteria are that:
c) OPD children attend local schools and residents support local groups, clubs and
events.

We intend to shop local and build are relationships in the local community –
such as using and helping at the Glandwr community shop, Lammas eco
village , local events such as craft fairs.
d) There are open days, permissive footpaths and other access, as well as the hosting
of local events on-site.

We intend to contribute to the Lammas open days and welcome visitors to our
plot, we have footpaths over the land that connects to neighbouring areas and
we intend to host open days.
e) Residents shop locally and use other local businesses.

We intend to shop locally and support other local businesses and initiatives.
Examples of this will include our choice of local suppliers for building materials
and food.
f)

Residents sell food and other produce locally.

We will sell our produce and products locally (more detail in business plan0
Monitoring: Essential criteria
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The targets and indicators for monitoring the essential criteria are:
Target: That community impacts are thoroughly assessed and there are measures in
place to mitigate any negative impacts. Indicators: Annual monitoring of community
impacts. Implementation of mitigation measures to address any negative impacts.

Method: Our annual monitoring report will contain updates assessing both
positive and negative community impacts, along with any mitigating measures
for negative
Monitoring: Contributory criteria
The targets and indicators for monitoring the contributory criteria are:
Target: That all positive community impacts are fostered and recorded. Indicator: All
positive community impacts are fostered and recorded.

Method: As outlined above, our annual monitoring report will record positive
community impacts.

Transport assessment and Travel plans
Survey of existing travel options in area:
There are a number of footpaths, track ways and permitted paths in the area
including across the plot (see plot 10 maps and plans, plan B D E F G)
The nearest footpath runs through Pont y Gafel to Glandwr in one direction and to
Hermon in the other direction.
Hermon is about 1.25 miles walk. (25 minutes)
Crymych is about 2.5 miles walk. (50 minutes)
The “Preseli Circle” walking route passes through Crymych.

Cycling routes
Sustrans Route 47 goes through Crymych. It is the Fishguard / Cardigan route.
To cycle to Hermon would take an estimated 15 minutes.
To cycle to Crymych would take an estimated 25 minutes.
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To cycle to the nearest railway station (Clunderwen) would take an estimated 40
minutes.

Existing bus services
Buses from Glandwr

Every Wednesday Glandwr to Carmarthen (via villages and Clynderwen Train
station) 223
Glandwr

Clynderwen

Carmarthen

8.45

9.15

10.15

Carmarthen

Clyderwen

Glandwr

13.40

14.40

15.10

Buses from Hermon
Monday to Saturday inclusive
Crymych to Narberth 430
Crymych

Hermon

Clyderwen

Narberth

09.58

10.03

10.21

10.31

12.58

13.03

13.21

13.31

15.58

16.03

16.21

16.31

Narberth

Clunderwen

Hermon

Crymych

10.35

10.45

11.03

11.08

13.35

13.45

14.03

14.08

16.35

16.45

17.03

17.08

Buses from Crymych
Fridays
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Crymych to Haverfordwest (via villages and Clarbeston Road train station) 432

Crymych

Clarbeston Rd

Haverfordwest

9.15

9.63

10.05

Haverfordwest

Clarbeston Rd

Crymych

14.00

14.12

14.50

Also available is the Celtic Green Dragon Community Bus Service (dial up)
Tuesdays and Saturdays (1st May – 29th September)
Crymych to Newport
Crymych

Newport

9.30

10.00

11.45

13.10

15.15

16.50

Newport

Crymych

10.05

11.22

17.00

18.22

Existing train services
Monday to Saturday
Haverfordwest

Clunderwen

Carmarthen

6.20

6.33

7.00

7.20

7.33

7.59

9.25

9.38

10.1
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11.25

11.38

12.01

13.25

13.38

14.01

15.25

15.38

16.01

17.25

17.38

18.01

19.25

19.38

20.01

21.25

21.48

22.16

23.30

23.47*

00.18

Carmarthen

Clunderwen

Haverfordwest

4.55

5.18

5.40

6.05

6.26

6.41

7.44

8.06

8.22

9.52

10.20

10.35

11.52

12.20

12.36

13.52

14.13

14.28

15.52

16.22*

16.37

17.55

18.20

18.35

19.52

20.22

20.37

22.04

22.25

22.40

*Slightly different on a Saturday

Sunday service
Haverfordwest

Clunderwen

Carmarthen

13.20

13.33

14.01
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15.37
15.24

17.38

16.00

17.24

19.46

18.02

19.30

21.51

20.13

21.35

22.16

Carmarthen

Clunderwen

Haverfordwest

12.05

12.31

12.47

14.09

14.32

14.48

16.05

16.28

16.44

18.09

18.31

18.47

22.06

20.28

20.45

22.29

22.45

Domestic vehicle travel patterns
We intend to minimise our vehicle use – walking and cycling locally, sharing lifts and
using train services for longer trips.
We own and run a small estate car 2003 Peuguot 307 approx 7.6 litres/100 km

Weekly journeys
Home to Cardigan and return
Home to Haverfordwest market or Carmarthen market and return

Monthly journeys
Bridgend to visit family 6 trips by car, 6 by train per annum

Annual journeys
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Portsmouth twice annually to visit Mother by car

Misc journeys
2 trips to visit friends
Our total annual mileage estimate for domestic travel is 8918 km by car and 1000 by
train a total of 407 vehicle trips

Land based business vehicle travel patterns
Monthly journeys
Local produce/product deliveries
Product delivery by car to shops, fairs, stalls
Irregular journeys
Product to stalls, fairs
Deliveries
Projected total car use domestic and business 11000km

Comparative figures we expect to make approximately 407 domestic vehicle trips
and travel 8918 km by car. Also we expect to make approximately 80 land-based
business vehicle trips and travelled 1972 km by car In terms of comparative
statistics; In rural English areas the average distance travelled by private car is 8599
miles per person per year, with an average household comprising of 2.3 people
The average rural household owns 1.67 vehicles The average person living in a rural
location makes 822 (return) journeys by private vehicle per year25
Essential criteria
The essential criteria are that:
a) The management plan must be accompanied by a Transport Assessment and Travel
Plan (which may be combined).
These statistics are not available for Wales 61 https://www.gov.uk/government/statistical-datasets/nts99-travel-by-region-and-area-type-of-residence Table NTS9904 62
http://www.ons.gov.uk/ons/rel/census/2011-census/population-estimates-by-five-year-age-bands--andhouseholdestimates--for-local-authorities-in-the-united-kingdom/stb-population-and-householdestimates-for-the-united-kingdommarch-2011.html 63 https://www.gov.uk/government/statistical-datasets/nts99-travel-by-region-and-area-type-of-residence Table NTS9902 64
https://www.gov.uk/government/statistical-data-sets/nts99-travel-by-region-and-area-type-of-residence
Table NTS9903
25
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A (combined) Transport Assessment and Travel Plan is included in the
management plan
b) Overall the development should achieve a significant reduction in transport impacts
from all activities on site (residents, enterprises and visitors) in comparison to what
would be the 'norm' for such activities.

We have provided comparative statistics in our management plan to clearly
show that we will reduce our transport impact significantly (by up to 50% lower
than the norm’). We are making clear commitments that demonstrate a
significant reduction in transport impacts in comparison to that ‘norm’.
c) There should be detailed monitoring of all trips to and from the site in terms of
purposes, distances, modes, and any transport sharing.

All vehicle trips to and from the site will be monitored.
Contributory criteria
The contributory criteria are that:
d) The use of low and zero carbon modes of transport should be maximised.

We intend to walk and cycle as much locally as possible
e) On site vehicle numbers should be controlled and vehicle pools used for One Planet
Developments of more than one household.

We own and run one vehicle.
f)

Connections between the site and local suppliers and customers for goods and
services requiring travel, should be maximised opposed to those at a greater
distance.

We intend to focus on local connections as described in the management
plan.
g) Visitor travel should be the subject of proactive management to reduce transport
impacts.

Much of our visitors will be local and by foot, we will positively encourage
visitors from further afield to share cars and use public transport.
Monitoring: Essential criteria
The targets and indicators for monitoring the essential criteria are:
Target: That there is a significant reduction in transport impacts from all activities on
site in comparison with 'typical' levels for the number of occupants and activities on
site.
Indicators: Annual monitoring of all trips to and from the site by purpose, distance,
mode, and any transport sharing. Annual assessment of the transport impact of the
site against the Transport Assessment Strategy and Travel Plan.
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Method: The annual monitoring report will include a breakdown of all vehicle
trips to and from the site by purpose, distance, mode, and any transport
sharing. It will be within our leasehold agreement restriction and will review
our travel impact against the commitments we have made in this management
plan
Monitoring: Contributory criteria
The targets and indicators for monitoring the contributory criteria are:
Target: That there is maximisation of use of low and zero carbon modes of travel.
Indicator: Annual monitoring of use of low and zero carbon modes of transport (part
of annual monitoring of all trips).

Method: The annual monitoring report will include information about low/ zero
carbon modes of travel
Target: That there is a reduction in on-site vehicles through the use of vehicle pools.
Indicator: Annual monitoring of vehicle numbers and use of vehicle pools.

Method: The annual monitoring report will include details of vehicle numbers
and any car sharing
Target: That there is maximum use of local suppliers and customers over those from
a greater distance Indicator: Annual monitoring of local suppliers and customers.

Method: The annual monitoring report will include a description of outlets for
Produce and products from the business, as well as details on any other
regular suppliers
Target: That there is pro-active management of visitor travel. Indicator: Annual
monitoring of visitor travel.

Method: The annual monitoring report will include an appraisal of the manner
in which visitors travel to Hafan y coed.

Ecological Impact Assessment
Our EFA calculator spreadsheet is included as appendix 8. We have made every
effort to be as accurate as we can with our EFA data, basing the column 2
information on 2015 spend, travel and fuel information and projecting forward with
the changes we envisage.
It estimates our current Ecological Footprints as 5.22gHa/capita. A one-planet
footprint is considered to be 1.88 gHa/cap. This implies that it would be possible for
everyone on the planet to live a lifestyle without compromising the earth’s ecological
integrity.
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The National average is 5.4 gHa/cap. This implies that if everyone in the world lived
like the average Welsh person, we would need the resources from 3 planets to
sustain us.
We estimate that we will have a footprint of 3,23 gHa/cap at the 1 st year of habitation
and the projection for year 5 is for that figure to drop to 1.40gHa/capita..
Notes from EFA calculator spreadsheet:
4. Usage based on current 3 bedroom conventional bungalow. 5. Proposed domestic wind
turbine electricity generation included here. 11. Renewable energy installation costs - £540
a year on first habitation (£6000/ 15 years) , 12. £30,000 to build house (spread over 30
years) 22. Distance travelled is estimated on 2015 use and reduced significantly after first
habitation, 43. Referring to Practice Guidance – Using the One Planet Development
Ecological Footprint Calculator Size of plot – 4042 m2 House and curtilage: 1000 m2
Vegetable Garden: 1492m2 , Polytunnel area 80m2, Mushroom cultivation area 30m2, 44.
Animal feed – Poultry food not accounted for here as covered through casual sales of eggs.

Whilst the EFA analysis that has been undertaken is very comprehensive some
elements of the project do not fall within its remit. These have been identified as:
1. Social visitors the ecological impacts of friends, family and volunteers visiting are
small and are also very difficult to quantify. For the most part these will centre on the
travel implications of such visits. Some arrive by foot and some by car and may tie
in with practical exchanges/ tasks. There are also occasional visits from family
members who live further afield.
2. Transport impacts associated with business activities these will increase a little
towards year 5 as the domestic travel costs will lessen. It is our intention to
piggyback business travel onto domestic as much as possible. Transport impacts for
the furniture growing have not been included in the EFA and need to be recognised
as an additional factor.
3. Food items supplied locally to market or shops (including fuel for transport). Lowcarbon produce for the local economy. Given that the vast majority of food and craft
in our society undergoes energy intensive industrial processes and travels
thousands of miles, this represents a massive energy and pollution saving.

Phasing Monitoring and Exit Strategy
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Management of the plot will start once planning is granted for the sake of this section
we will assume that will be in late winter 2016
Year 1
Late winter/spring 2017

Planting of shelter belts, hedge lines, pioneer
species and ground cover.

Summer 2017

Groundwork’s and infrastructure, planting of main
vegetable area

Autumn 2017

Build root cellar, base for dwelling house.

Year 2
Winter/spring 2018

Planting of orchard/fruit, planting of trees

Summer/Autumn 2018

Exterior of house, continue planting of gardens.

Year 3
Winter/spring 2019

Finish interior of dwelling house

Summer/Autumn 2019

Develop gardens produce

Year 4
Winter/Autumn 2020

Tidy up site concentrate on the whole site produce
and production, marketing and selling

Year 5 2021

Continuation of processes, maintenance of whole
site, Focus on continuing enterprises & ongoing
site maintenance
We request five years temporary permission for a
static caravan and a touring caravan on the site.
We will reside in the static caravan until the house
is completed and volunteers will reside in the
touring caravan. When we have moved into the
house the caravans can be removed. We plan to
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have met all of the essential criteria for One Planet
Development in the open countryside by year 5.

Monitoring
We will submit an annual report (see Appendix 10 for template). An Ecological
Footprint Assessment will be submitted in years 3 and 5 (see Appendix 11 for
template). A revised management plan will be submitted in year 5 for the subsequent
5 years
Should the project fail to achieve one or more of the essential characteristics of OPD
then the dwelling can be dismantled and removed. This will not be a difficult task
since it will be built predominantly from natural materials (which would be left on site
to compost). Non-biodegradable materials will all be offered either for re-sale or free
on Freecycle.

Exit strategy
Dwelling house
Simple construction, easy to dismantle. Valuable components (e.g. glazing) easy to
separate and salvage. Roofing sheets removed and sold locally or freecycle.
Limewash render will breakdown naturally on site. Wood both external and internal
to be removed and locally sold. Other natural product such as straw bales sheep
wool insulation can be left on site to decompose. Wiring, pipes any interior fittings
removed and freecycled. Predominantly natural materials. What cannot be salvaged
can be left to be assimilated on site. -Negligible environmental impact compared to
conventional development. -Easy access for removal of materials.
Specifically
Ancillary Buildings:
The workshop, will be almost entirely constructed from locally sourced timber with
small pier foundations of lime and locally sourced stone. Most materials could
therefore be returned to the site as part of the exit strategy. -The small proportion of
non-degradable materials used could be separated and removed for recycling with
little effort.
The root cellar will be constructed entirely of locally sourced stone and lime mortar.
All materials could therefore be returned to the site as part of the exit strategy.
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Monitoring detail
Target

Indicator

Method

LAND BASED ACTIVITY: MONITORING ESSENTIAL CRITERIA
The minimum food needs (at
least 65%) of all occupants
are met from produce grown
and reared on the site or
purchased using income
derived from other products
grown and reared on the site

(a) Annual reporting of food
production consumed by
household. (b) Annual
reporting of spend on other
food.

The annual monitoring report
will provide an updated table
2, detailing the food we
produce from the land and
the food we purchase.

The minimum income needs
of all occupants are met from
income derived from land
use activities on the site.

(a) Annual household income
and costs reporting

The annual monitoring report
will contain an updated table
4 which defines our minimum
income needs. It will also
contain basic accounts for
our land-based enterprises
along with an updated
analysis that summarises
how we are meeting our
minimum income
requirement from land-based
activity.

Income derived from other
land-based enterprises, such
as training and education
courses or consultancy,
remain subsidiary to the
primary activity of growing
and rearing produce.

(a) Annual reporting on the
total value of produce grown
and reared on the site
compared with income
derived from other landbased enterprises.

An updated table and
analysis included in the
annual monitoring report will
detail the respective landbased income streams
demonstrating that our ‘other’
land-based income streams
remain subsidiary to the
primary activity of growing
and rearing produce.

The number of occupants is
directly related to the ability
of the site to support their

(a) Annual reporting on
number of occupants by
household and their roles on

The annual monitoring report
will detail the number of
adults and any dependents
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minimum food and income
needs and the number of
people needed to run the site
effectively.

site.

living at Hafan y coed and
our respective roles within
the holding.

LAND BASED ACTIVITY: MONITORING CONTRIBUTORY CRITERIA
The land based enterprise
provides food and other
products to local markets,
reducing other local
footprints.

(a) Annual reporting of sale
volumes and market areas
by each on-site enterprise.

: An updated table and
analysis included in the
annual monitoring report will
detail the respective landbased income streams
demonstrating that our ‘other’
land-based income streams
remain subsidiary to the
primary activity of growing
and rearing produce.

Facilities for processing
produce are made available
to other local producers.

a) Annual reporting on use of
processing facilities by
others.

Our annual monitoring report
will include details of
workshop use by family,
friends and neighbours and
Dutch Barn use by family
friends and neighbours.

Training / courses /
consultancy, as components
of the land based enterprise,
share best practice in
sustainable land based
activities with the wider
community.

(a) Annual reporting on
training and consultancy
activities.

Our annual monitoring report
will include details of any
land-based enterprises that
involve training/ courses/
consultancy.

LAND MANAGEMENT: MONITORING ESSENTIAL CRITERIA
All existing semi-natural
habitats are in favourable
condition.

(a) Spread of characteristic
species of that habitat
against an established
baseline. (b) Decline in noncharacteristic / commercial
agricultural species within
each habitat (seek advice of
Wildlife Trust).

The annual monitoring report
will include a survey of semi
natural habitats on the
holding their increase and
health.

All identified cultural heritage
features are maintained in
good condition.

(a) No cultivation or soil
erosion over buried
archaeological sites and
historic earthworks. (b) Scrub

The annual monitoring report
will highlight any cultural
heritage features that are
found they will be reported
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There is an increase in the
number / area / length of
traditional characteristic
landscape features and all
are under appropriate
traditional management.

and trees removed over
buried archaeological sites
and historic earthworks. (c)
Above ground historic/
cultural features stabilised
and scrub / trees removed.

and conserved appropriately

(a) Increase in the number /
area / length of x landscape
feature. (b) Increase in the
number / area / length of y
landscape feature.

The annual monitoring report
will include any increase in,
addition to and condition of
traditional landscape
features.

LAND MANAGEMENT: MONITORING CONTRIBUTORY CRITERIA
(Named) semi-natural
habitat(s) is/are extended /
created.

(a) Area of new habitat. (b)
Spread of characteristic
species of that habitat.

The annual monitoring report
will include the new areas of
semi natural habitat such as
Orchard, SRC, wild flower
grass, hedgerows their
development and health

There is an increase in the
population of farmland birds
on the site.

(a) Number of breeding
farmland birds on the site
against an established
baseline.

A survey of farmland birds
and breeding pairs and their
growth will be included in the
monitoring report

There is an increase in the
population of honey bees.

(a) Number of active bee
hives on site.

The annual monitoring report
will include the number and
health of our hives and
associated hives of our
neighbours

ENERGY AND WATER: MONITORING ESSENTIAL CRITERIA
All of the energy needs shall
be met from sources of
renewable energy on site
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a) Annual reporting on use of
renewable energy generated
on-site (as percentage of
energy needs). b) Annual
reporting on use of all non
renewable fuels (included
grid connected electricity),
recorded in terms of use
(what for) and amount
(quantity). c) Annual
reporting on quantity of
electricity exported to the
grid and imported from the
grid.

Method The annual
monitoring report will include
detailed data of renewable
energy generated and used
on the site both domestically
and in the land based
business, plus the amount of
any non renewable fuel used
and foe what (such as chain
saw fuel). It will also include
the amount of biomass
grown and used.
As there are no grid
connections no reporting of
importing to the grid will be

included

All water needs are met from
water available on- site
(unless there is a more
sustainable alternative).

a) Annual reporting on use of
water sources (amount used
from each source), including
abstraction from water
bodies (surface and ground
water). b) Annual reporting
on ground and surface water
levels (reported every
month).

Method the annual
monitoring report will
contain a description
of our water usage,
abstraction and
harvesting patterns
which details sources,
methods and
quantities and water
use.

WASTE: MONITORING ESSENTIAL CRITERIA
All biodegradable waste
produced on site will be
assimilated on site in
environmentally sustainable
ways. Only exception to
above is occasional off-site
disposal of small amounts of
non-biodegradable waste
items which cannot be
assimilated on site that arise
from things used on site
wearing out or breaking
irreparably

a) Annual reporting on
quantity of all waste
production by types of waste
and sources - domestic and
other (specified). b) Annual
reporting on quantity of
onsite waste assimilation and
off site waste disposal.

The annual
monitoring report will
include methods of
assimilating
biodegradable waste
on the site. The
annual monitoring
report will include the
quantity of all waste
produced by types of
waste and sources domestic and other
including the quantity
of onsite waste
assimilation and
offsite waste disposal

All waste handling and
assimilation on site must
comply with Environment
Agency guidelines.

a) Annual statement of
compliance with Environment
Agency guidelines.

The annual Monitoring report
will include a statement of
compliance with Environment
Agency guidelines.

WASTE: MONITORING CONTRIBUTORY CRITERIA
The re-use of organic waste
on site should increase
overall site fertility and
productivity, so long as this is
not at the expense of
important semi-natural
habitats dependent on low
soil fertility
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a) Addressed in annual
reporting of onsite waste
assimilation (see above).

Method the annual
monitoring report will
detail overall soil
health to show year
on year increase due
to re use of organic
waste on the site.

ZERO CARBON BUILDINGS: MONITORING ESSENTIAL CRITERIA
That domestic and ancillary
buildings are zero carbon in
construction and use.

a) Achievement of zero
carbon assessment for all
buildings requiring Building
Regulations in construction,
as described in this
guidance. b) Achievement of
zero carbon assessment for
all buildings requiring
Building Regulations in use,
as described in this
guidance.

Evidence of our
dwelling house
achieving ‘zero
carbon in construction
and use has been
supplied in this
management plan.
The annual
monitoring report will
provide updates on
this.

All structures requiring
building regulations approval
obtain this approval.

a) All structures requiring
building regulations approval
are identified in the
proposals b) This approval is
obtained either before or
during construction.

Building regulation approval
will be obtained prior to any
work taking place on the
dwelling house. The annual
monitoring report will provide
updates on this.

All structures identified for
removal in the Exit Strategy
are capable of removal with
low environmental impact.

a) Specification of how each
structure identified for
removal in the Exit Strategy
is capable of removal with
low environmental impact.

A specification has
been included in the
exit strategy section
of this management
plan.

ZERO CARBON BUILDINGS: MONITORING CONTRIBUTORY CRITERIA
The construction of
structures should make as
much use of recycled
materials as possible so long
as this does not affect their
ability to satisfy the essential
criteria

a) Detailed summary of use
of recycled materials in
construction of structures.

Existing buildings are rea) Explanatory statement on
used where this would have
the re-use of any existing
an overall lower
buildings.
environmental impact than
new buildings, or where they
are of particular value in
landscape or heritage terms,
but provided that they are not
unsightly or have a negative
impact due to their siting.

A summary of the
recycled elements of
the dwelling house is
included in this
management plan,
which includes wood,
windows, doors,
kitchen units, white
goods, pipes, wiring.

An explanatory
statement on the reuse of any existing
buildings has been
provided in this
management plan

COMMUNITY IMPACT ASSESSMENT: MONITORING ESSENTIAL CRITERIA
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Community impacts are
thoroughly assessed and
there are measures in place
to mitigate any negative
impacts.

a) Annual monitoring of
community impacts. b)
Implementation of mitigation
measures to address any
negative impacts.

Our annual
monitoring report will
contain updates
assessing both
positive and negative
community impacts,
along with any
mitigating measures
for negative

COMMUNITY IMPACT ASSESSMENT: MONITORING CONTRIBUTORY CRITERIA
All positive community
impacts are fostered and
recorded.

a) All positive community
impacts are fostered and
recorded.

As outlined above,
our annual monitoring
report will record
positive community
impacts.

TRANSPORT ASSESSMENT AND TRAVEL PLAN: MONITORING ESSENTIAL CRITERIA
There is a significant
reduction in transport
impacts from all activities on
site in comparison with
'typical' levels for the number
of occupants and activities
on site.

a) Annual monitoring of all
trips to and from the site by
purpose, distance, mode,
and any transport sharing. b)
Annual assessment of the
transport impact of the site
against the Transport
Assessment Strategy and
Travel Plan.

The annual
monitoring report will
include a breakdown
of all vehicle trips to
and from the site by
purpose, distance,
mode, and any
transport sharing. It
will be within our
leasehold agreement
restriction and will
review our travel
impact against the
commitments we
have made in this
management plan

TRANSPORT ASSESSMENT AND TRAVEL PLAN: MONITORING CONTRIBUTORY
CRITERIA
There is maximisation of use
of low and zero carbon
modes of travel.

a) Annual monitoring of use
of low and zero carbon
modes of transport (part of
annual monitoring of all
trips).

The annual
monitoring report will
include information
about low/ zero
carbon modes of
travel

There is a reduction in on-

a) Annual monitoring of

The annual
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site vehicles through the use
of vehicle pools

vehicle numbers and use of
vehicle pools.

There is maximum use of
local suppliers and
customers over those from a
greater distance.

a) Annual monitoring of local
suppliers and customers.

There is pro-active
management of visitor travel.

a) Annual monitoring of
visitor travel.
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monitoring report will
include details of
vehicle numbers and
any car sharing

The annual monitoring report
will include a description of
outlets for Produce and
products from the business,
as well as details on any
other regular suppliers
The annual
monitoring report will
include an appraisal
of the manner in
which visitors travel to
Hafan y coed.

